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DEAR
FRIENDS OF
BLACKYAK

Many things have changed since our beginnings in 1973: today, we are
a market leader in South Korea, and our collections are available all over
the world – thanks to the dedicated work of all BLACKYAK employees.
In order to be as innovative as possible, BLACKYAK invests a great deal
of time and money. This is only feasible because BLACKYAK is not listed
on the stock market and is still a family-run business. Therefore, we have
more time for long-term visions and innovations than other companies.
The large number of awards we have won in recent years shows that this
is the way forward. And we will not stop. After a successful year, we want
to strengthen our position in the global market with the new
BLACKYAK GLOBAL collection for Fall/Winter 2020/2021. BLACKYAK is
once again offering an incredibly innovative and technical collection for
the exciting winter months. Taking cues from our previous winter and summer collections, we are offering bold styles lines, innovative materials
and industry-leading construction techniques.
At BLACKYAK, however, it is not only about garments. We are also very
aware of our social responsibility. We build schools, clean up the mountains and do a lot of social activities. Ambitious goals and social compatibility do not have to be in conflict. With this approach, we also want to
remain successful over the next years.
I am with you!
Tae Sun Kang
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MILE
STONES

1973

1980

2004

BLACKYAK debuts at the ISPO in
Beijing, China.

2010

Establishment of 'BLACKYAK CO.,
LTD.' Success of Eun-sun Oh in reaching all 14 summits of 8,000 m.

2011

Establishment of a 15,000 m2 automatic distribution centre in Yangji. It
is one of the largest logistics centres in the outdoor industry.

Establishment of the Himalayan
original BLACKYAK by Tae Sun
Kang who opened his first shop in
the 'Garment District ' of the South
Korean capital Seoul.

2010

BLACKYAK debuts at the ISPO
Munich, Germany. ISPO Award
'Asian product of the year' for the
mountaineering jacket 'B1XG1
Jacket'.

Sponsorship of a Korean expedition team which climbed the
Nanga Parbat, also called the
'King of the Mountains'.

2014

1994

Acquisition of GORE-TEX trade
mark licence for production and
sales.

1998

BLACKYAK launches in China.
Stores opened in 18 major department stores in Beijing, including
Tianjin and Yansha.

2015

European headquarters with showroom and office opens in Munich,
Germany.
ISPO Award 'Asian Products Hiking
and Trekking Shoes' for the hiking shoe 'Driven GTX' BLACKYAK
donates one million dollars for the
victims of the earthquake in Tibet.
Launch in Europe – sell-in starts.

2016

The BLACKYAK Fall/Winter collection 16/17 is available in selected
outdoor stores in Europe and
North America. The jury at the
ISPO Awards honours BLACKYAK
with eleven awards for its products
– eight of which are gold! A unique
record in the history of the ISPO
Awards.

2017

ISPO Award for the 'Signature
Jacket', the 'Heavy-Duty Down
Jacket' and the 'Vivid Jacket'. With
16 awards in total, BLACKYAK is
the most successful company in the
history of the ISPO Awards.

2018

Launch of the BLACKYAK MIDSHELL® category.
ISPO Gold Award for the 'Modicana Jacket'. The 'Hariana Jacket'
and the 'Brangus Jacket' are also
awarded the title ISPO Winner.

2019

For the Fall/Winter season,
BLACKYAK introduces it’s Into Air™
technology platform. BLACKYAK
strengthens its position as ISPO‘s
most successful brand by winning
24 awards in total. The 'Mountain
Shemagh', the 'Kostroma Jacket'
and the 'Sindhi Vest' are awarded
at the ISPO 2019 with the ISPO
Gold Award; the 'Watusi Down
Suit' and the 'Calvana Hoody' are
bestowed the title ISPO Winner.

Polartec Apex Award for the 'Combat Shirt'.
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WORLD
MAP

EUROPE

ASIA

Germany
Switzerland
Austria
Italy
France
Belgium
Netherlands
Luxembourg
Norway
Sweden
Finland
Denmark
Czech Slovakia
Poland
Spain
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United Kingdom
Greenland
Russia

South Korea
Japan
China
Taiwan
Thailand
Australia
Nepal

NORTH
AMERICA
United States of America
Canada
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ISPO Gold
Hooded Active Down Jacket
Light Down Insulation
Stretch Jacket
Emergency Jacket
Light Windbreaker Vest
ISPO Winner
Active Flex Pants
ISPO Asia Gold
Yak On
Combat Shirt
Active Flex Pants Light
Hybrid Jacket
ISPO Asia Winner
Active Flex Pants

ISPO Gold
Modicana Jacket
Gear Patrol: Best Product of
Outdoor Retailer Winter
Modicana Jacket
ISPO Winner
Hariana Jacket
Brangus Jacket

ISPO Asia
Product of the year
B1XG1 Jacket
ISPO Gold
Signature Jacket
Heavy Duty Down Jacket
ISPO Winner
Vivid Jacket
Polartec APEX Award
Combat Shirt

ISPO Asia
Driven GTX shoes

ISPO Gold
Mountain Shemagh
Kostroma Jacket
Sindhi Vest
ISPO Winner
Watusi Down Suit
Calvana Hoody
Best In Show | Gearjunkie |
Outdoor Retailer Winter
Market
Watusi Down Suit
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BLACKYAK
GARMENT
DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS

PARTNERS
WE WORK
WITH

Corporate strategy & philosophy
BLACKYAK uses a unique development process to deliver the highest
quality products to our customers
and users.

Conceptual design
Every new development starts with
an idea, a lack of something or an
invention from another field. Then
we start with a conceptual design.
Material sourcing
& development
For our unique products, we need
unique materials. If we can‘t find
one that fits our idea, we develop
it ourselves.
Concept development
The drawing takes shape; the idea
becomes a concept. All materials
are sourced or developed.

Prototype development
Every prototype is tailored with
great care. Finally, it must prove itself on expeditions.

®

Commercial collection
We brief our producers very carefully so that the final product
reaches the customer in the highest
quality available.

Sign-off
When we are 100% satisfied with
our new product, the BLACKYAK
garment development process
ends.

Revision
If there is a 'beyond the limits' challenge, the product will be revised
and re-tested. We are only satisfied when everything is right.
Testing
There are no harder judges than
our athletes. They test our products
to the limits and beyond.

Fitting
As no two people are made the
same, we have organised our products into specific fits: our fit categories are ATHLETIC FIT and PERFORMANCE FIT.

Warm, light and breathable – even
in extremely wet and cold weather:
the revolutionary G-LOFT® insulation meets the highest standards
and combines the benefits of natural down with the ruggedness of a
synthetic fibre.
Products engineered with GORETEX fabric are durably waterproof
and windproof, combined with optimised breathability — enduring
products that maximise protection
and comfort for the wearer. All
GORE-TEX products are covered
by the GUARANTEED TO KEEP
YOU DRY™ promise.
The GORE-TEX INFINIUM™
WINDSTOPPER® product technology collection offers totally windproof and breathable apparel.
Designed for flexibility, functionality and style to support your active
life – when comfort and performance are the priority, and waterproofness isn’t.
CORDURA® is the brand name for
a collection of fabrics used in a
wide array of products including
luggage, rucksacks, pants, military
wear and performance apparel.
CORDURA® fabrics are known for
their durability and resistance to
abrasions, tears and scuffs.
CORDURA® fabrics are usually
made of nylon but may be blended with cotton or other natural
fibres.
Kevlar® fibre is used to make a
variety of clothing, accessories
and equipment safe and cut-resistant. It’s lightweight, durable and
extraordinarily strong. It’s best
known for its use in ballistic and
stab-resistant body armour. But it’s
also used on the ski slopes, the
switchback trails, in demanding
desert terrain, even the outer limits
of space.
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With a wide variety of different
materials and textiles, Polartec®
offers the possibility to meet
demanding outdoor challenges
with fun and energy – even in bad
weather.
PrimaLoft® is a synthetic microfibre
thermal insulation. PrimaLoft® insulation is used inside insulated garments for its warmth, compressibility and soft comfort. While the
human body uses energy to stay
warm, PrimaLoft® insulation uses a
proprietary microfibre structure to
help the body retain warmth and
conserve energy.
RECCO® technology is a tool for
professional rescuers to help locate buried victims, enabling professional rescuers to find victims
within minutes.
Re:Down® recycles down and feathers extracted from post-consumer
goods so that they can be reused
as filling material in apparel, sleeping bags or bedding products.
Broken feathers and down fibres
are upcycled into a very efficient
organic fertiliser.
Durable warmth: Climashield®
APEX‘s strong continuous filament
is thermally efficient and durable.
Even after many washes and intensive use, Climashield® APEX retains
its shape and insulating properties.
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BLACKYAK
PROPRIETARY
TECHNOLOGY
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BLACKYAK introduced the BLACKYAK MIDSHELL® product category
to the outdoor apparel industry for
the 2018–2019 winter season.

Cuffs, hood and hemline are the
weakest points on a garment when
trying to keep you dry. The YAK
SEAL™ Water Barrier Technology
reduces the ingress of moisture
significantly in these areas.
Absorption and friction from the
garment create a peristaltic movement so that water moves up your
jacket in a wet environment. Many
brands use a DWR treatment to
prevent this effect, but due to the
hydrophilic properties of the
GORE-TEX membrane, it‘s just a
matter of time until water passes
through. The YAK SEAL™ Water
Barrier Technology consists of several techniques.

Outdoor enthusiasts now demand
more utility of their clothing. In addition, environmental changes affecting weather mean that traditional
buying periods have shifted. To address this new user need, BLACKYAK
created BLACKYAK MIDSHELL®.
BLACKYAK MIDSHELL® products
combine the comfort and thermoregulation of a mid-layer with the
protective features from hard-shell
products. By using special membranes and structures, we can maximise
the moisture vapour permeability
while simultaneously providing adequate weather protection.

- The use of dissimilar materials
slows down the wicking or capillary effect.
- A ripstop weave using CORDURA®
fibres creates a durable surface
that impedes the capillary effect
associated with other wicking
barrier types.
- The small cross-sectional area of
the wicking barriers means there
is very little space for moisture to
accumulate.
- A hydrophobic adhesive layer is
used to bond the wicking barrier
to the main garment textile.
- Finally, a durable overlay film
seals the edge of the structure.
- The net effect significantly increases the garment performance in
three different axes.

This technology is a passive safety
enhancement that BLACKYAK has
integrated into several garments. It
was designed to offer its wearer a
'second chance' when using it
under low light or even in nighttime
circumstances.
Using specialised equipment and
techniques, BLACKYAK has taken
established reflective technologies
and integrated them into the
manufacturing of its products. The
result is a very low-profile tonal appearance under normal light conditions. However, using the properties of refraction and reflection,
light is reflected back towards its
source when the area is illuminated by light.
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XD™
XTREME DURABILITY
TECHNOLOGY

YAK HOOKS™ Lock & Hold Protection brings added durability,
ease of use and visual appeal to
the cuff area of our garments. The
unique design of the hooks minimises abrasion and pilling while
the pre-curved finish ensures the
cuff tab always rests in the closed
position.

YAK XD™ Xtreme Durability Technology was developed to combine
high levels of durability with high
recovery elasticity to allow unrestricted range of movement.
Using CORDURA® fibres in unique
constructions that provide air permeability, stretch and durability,
YAK XD™ Xtreme Durability Technology is the new gold standard in
technical textiles and outerwear.

FLOW ™
COMFORT
TECHNOLOGY

Based on field and laboratory
tests, fabrics with an air permeability of less than 6l/m2/s provide
the same protection against heat
loss as a fabric with 0l/m2/s.

YAK BOX-WALL™ Air Flow Construction is an innovative construction for down jackets which decouples the cold exterior of a textile
from the insulation layer.
Using this technique, thermal efficiency of the product is significantly increased. The YAK BOX-WALL™
performance is further enhanced
through the use of chamberto-chamber transfer channels. This
allows warm air inside the garment
to move from chamber to chamber
rather than venting to the atmosphere as is the case with traditionally insulated manufacturing
methods.
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COLORS
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Winter is upon us again and BLACKYAK is proud to offer to you our latest
collection. This new and exciting winter palette offers up a selection of
two individual color stories for both the men’s and women’s collections
and a lot of exciting unisex colors for our winter products.
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BLACKYAK wishes you a fantastic winter!

WOMEN

CO

This collection represents another developmental step in the BLACKYAK
journey. We are very proud to offer you a new option in technical apparel. Stunning colors and intelligent combinations represent our dedication
to bring you newness colored beautifully.

MEN
ER C
HO

For our unisex colors, we’re offering, as every year, our three different
shades of black and grey – 'Black Beauty', 'Phantom' and 'Iron Gate'.
The colors 'Snorkel Blue', 'Navy Peony' and 'Maritime Blue' present our
different shades of blue. New for Fall/Winter 2020/2021 are our orange-brown tones. A warm orange is provided by the color 'Bright Marigold'. 'Honey Ginger' features a mix of orange and brown, whereas the
color 'Emperador' offers a darker shade of brown.

B IT T

Moving on to our women’s palette: this well-balanced offering begins
with a shade of pink in the tone of 'Beetroot Purple' and has been blended using the darker tone of 'Sangria' and 'Grape Wine'. For a green
story, we decided on the light tone 'Hemlock', the darker version 'Mallard
Green' and 'Sea Moss' as our three green colors for the Fall/Winter
2020/2021 season.
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Starting with our men’s collection, we’re offering two color stories with
three individual colors. To add high visibility, we are once again using
different red colors from 'Fiery Red' over 'Fired Brick' to a 'Bitter Chocolate' brown color. With the colors 'Everglade', 'Reflecting Pond' and 'India
Ink', we’re showing a range of green and blue shades next winter.
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Dave Randall
European Design Director
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MEN’S SHELL &
INSULATED SHELL

BLACKYAK
BRANGUS

BLACKYAK
BRANGUS

1810062 - MEN

1810061 - MEN

Waterproof and windproof shell pants with GORE-TEX C-KNIT™
and GORE-TEX Stretch Technology fabric.

Waterproof and windproof shell jacket with GORE-TEX C-KNIT™
and GORE-TEX Stretch Technology fabric.

The BLACKYAK Brangus uses the
durable, waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX C-KNIT™ fabric
combined with the new GORE-TEX
Stretch Technology to achieve
new levels in the product range of
movement. The careful application
of YKK AquaGuard® zips ensures
reliable action and weather
protection. Fully equipped with a
helmet-compatible hood, pit zips
and articulated construction, the
BLACKYAK Brangus is the choice
for extended use in the harshest
conditions.
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BLACK
BEAUTY

FIERY
RED

MEDIEVAL
BLUE

SNORKEL
BLUE

SNORKEL
BLUE

DRESS
BLUES

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 510 g / 18 Oz
Fit: Performance
YAK HOOKS™
Lock & Hold Protection
YAK SEAL™
Water Barrier Technology
GORE-TEX |
GORE-TEX C-KNIT™ |
CORDURA® |
YKK AquaGuard® |
VELCRO®
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Construction
30D polyamide plain weave face
textile | 13 mm taped seams |
GORE-TEX Strech Technology |
CORDURA® fibers for superior
durability

Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Articulated sleeve for optimal
range of movement | Cuff features |
Ventilation pit zips | Die-cut
VELCRO®

Patterning
Ergonomic shaping

Waist configuration
Elasticated cord lock

Hood & neck configuration
Multi-point adjustable hood |
Laminated hood brim |
Helmet-compatible

Pocket configuration
Four chest pockets with zip
closure | One internal laminated
security pocket | One sleeve
mountain pass pocket

Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard®

The BLACKYAK Brangus pants use
three-layer GORE-TEX C-KNIT™
laminate to achieve a softer touch
while offering best-class weather
protection. In addition, BLACKYAK
strategically mapped the new
GORE-TEX Stretch Technology to
allow a new level in ergonomics
and range of movement. Fully
equipped with full-length leg zips
and articulated construction, the
BLACKYAK Brangus is the choice
for all general wet weather
protection purposes.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 691 g / 24.4 oz
Fit: Performance
GORE-TEX |
GORE-TEX C-KNIT™ |
CORDURA® |
Kevlar® |
YKK AquaGuard®

Construction
30D polyamide plain weave face
textile | GORE-TEX C-KNIT™
backer | 13 mm taped seams |
GORE-TEX Strech Technology |
CORDURA® fibers for superior
durability

Waist configuration
G-hook and webbing waist
adjustment

Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard® | Full-length leg
ventilation

Pocket configuration
Two hand pockets | Two thigh
pockets | One bib security pocket

Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Kevlar® ankle reinforcement |
Compatible with ski boots up to
16 cm (approx. 6.25“) ankle
diameter

Hem configuration
Integrated snow gaiter | Design
abrasion panel

MEN’S SHELL &
INSULATED SHELL
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NEW

BLACKYAK
BARZONA BC

BLACKYAK
AMRIT BC

2010001 - MEN

2010002 - MEN

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
YAK HOOKS™
Lock & Hold Protection
GORE-TEX PRO |
RECCO® |
YKK AquaGuard®

NEW

Technical three-layer GORE-TEX PRO freeride bib pants with
strategically placed pockets, designed to meet the demands of
extreme backcountry enthusiasts.

Fully equipped, freeride-oriented three-layer GORE-TEX PRO
jacket for serious backcountry mountaineers.

BLACKYAK’s most advanced
freeride jacket is as tough as the
adventurers wearing it. The threelayer GORE-TEX PRO jacket is
waterproof and breathable, with
more durable fabric where you
wear your rucksack or harness and
lighter fabric on the hood, chest
and back for maximum moisture
management. The large front
storage pockets are equipped
with a reach-through zip for direct
access to the midlayer, or the
perfectly aligned chest pockets of
the BLACKYAK Amrit BC pants.
With its relaxed silhouette and
sophisticated technical features,
the RECCO®-equipped BLACKYAK
Barzona BC follows you anywhere
your feet or skis can take you.
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INDIA INK

PHANTOM

EMPERADOR

PHANTOM

INDIA
INK

EMPERADOR

Construction
3-D mesh at shoulders | GORE-TEX
PRO shell 30D & 70D strategic
mapping | 13 mm taped seams
Hood & neck configuration
Adjustable hood | Inner hood
crown construction | Helmet
compatible
Zippers configuration
Two-way CF zip | Ventilation holes
at top zip flap
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Die-cut VELCRO | YAK HOOKS™
cuff adjuster | articulated sleeve
for optimal range of movement

Waist configuration
Powder skirt | Mesh insert at snow
skirt | Grip elastic at snow skirt
Hem configuration
Drawcord adjustment at hem and
hood
Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Sleeve pocket |
Inner zip pockets | Chest pockets

The brand-new BLACKYAK Amrit
BC pants are a unique new style,
based on the demands of
BLACKYAK team member Jost
Kobusch. The overall relaxed fit of
these fully waterproof GORE-TEX
PRO pants results in an immaculate style that comes down to what
the pants are made for: maximum
functionality and fit. Smartly
placed pockets offer plenty of
space for all necessary gear,
including a chest pocket for an
avalanche receiver. The RECCO®equipped backcountry pants are
designed to offer incredible
freedom of movement, protection
and breathability.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
GORE-TEX PRO |
CORDURA® |
Kevlar® |
COOLMAX® |
RECCO® |
YKK AquaGuard®

Construction
GORE-TEX PRO shell 70D |
Laser-cut holes at upper CB panel |
Bib area with CORDURA®/
COOLMAX® brushed double
weave & CORDURA® 4-way
stretch | GORE-TEX PRO shell
70D | 13 mm taped seams
Zippers configuration
Two-way CF zip | Leg opening
zips
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Ventilation zips at thigh | Kevlar®/
CORDURA® reinforcements
Waist configuration
Waist adjustment

Hem configuration
Kevlar® at inner leg hem and hem
facing | Snow gaiter | Grip elastic
at snow gaiter | Metal hook at
snow gaiter | RECCO®
Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Chest pockets

MEN’S SHELL &
INSULATED SHELL
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BLACKYAK
BARZONA

BLACKYAK
AMRIT

1910009 - MEN

1910011 - MEN

GORE-TEX PRO shell pants.

GORE-TEX PRO shell jacket.

The introduction of the BLACKYAK
Barzona marks the introduction of
a new level of durability and user
ergonomics. The new BLACKYAK
Hugger Hood features a fixed
insert within the hood assembly
that when adjusted creates the
perfect interface between hood,
helmet and head. The BLACKYAK
Barzona utilises new 2019
three-layer GORE-TEX PRO shell
laminate with 70 denier polyamide filaments for extra durability.
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Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
YAK HOOKS™
Lock & Hold Protection
YAK SEAL™
Water Barrier Technology
BLACKYAK Hugger Hood |
GORE-TEX PRO |
CORDURA® |
YKK AquaGuard® |
VELCRO®

Construction
GORE-TEX PRO shell 3L
laminate | 70D polyamide plain
weave face textile | 13 mm taped
seams | CORDURA® fibres for
superior durability
Hood & neck configuration
BLACKYAK Hugger Hood |
Multi-point adjustable hood |
Laminated hood brim |
Helmet-compatible
Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard®

Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Articulated sleeve for optimal
range of movement | YAK
HOOKS™ cuff adjusters |
Ventilation pit zips | Die-cut
VELCRO®
Waist configuration
Elasticated cord lock
Pocket configuration
Two harness-compatible chest
pockets with zip closure |
One internal laminated security
pocket | One internal stuff pocket

The BLACKYAK Amrit pants are
designed to complement the
BLACKYAK Barzona jacket or be
used as stand-alone, high-durability technical shell pants. The use
of the new high-durability threelayer GORE-TEX PRO shell creates
a class-leading level of performance. The BLACKYAK Amrit
pants also feature the new rail
suspender fixing system. This
moves the suspender from the
traditional ‘Y‘ position over the
shoulder to a much more
ergonomic position on the side.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
GORE-TEX PRO |
CORDURA® |
Kevlar® |
YKK AquaGuard®

Construction
GORE-TEX PRO shell 3L
laminate | 70D polyamide plain
weave face textile | Micro grid
backer | 13 mm taped seams |
CORDURA® fibres for superior
durability

Waist configuration
Rail suspender fixing | Loops for
optional belt

Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard® | Three slider
leg ventilation

Pocket configuration
Two hand pockets

Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Compatible with ski boots up
16 cm (Approx. 6.25“) ankle
diameter | Kevlar® ankle reinforcement

Hem configuration
Integrated snow gaiter | Design
abrasion panel

MEN’S SHELL &
INSULATED SHELL
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BLACKYAK
HARIANA

BLACKYAK
HARIANA

1810001 - MEN

1810002- MEN

Weather-resistant shell pants with GORE-TEX INFINIUM™.

Weather-resistant shell jacket with GORE-TEX INFINIUM™.

The BLACKYAK Hariana uses the
latest three-layer GORE-TEX
INFINIUM™ laminate that
combines best-in-class moisture
transfer rates with great weather
protection. Fully equipped with a
helmet-compatible hood, pit zips
and articulated construction, the
BLACKYAK Hariana is the choice
for all year-round weather
protection in the BLACKYAK
MIDSHELL® category.
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Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 450 g / 15.9 oz
Fit: Performance
YAK HOOKS™
Lock & Hold Protection
YAK SEAL™
Water Barrier Technology
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ |
CORDURA® |
YKK AquaGuard® |
VELCRO®

031

Construction
30D polyamide plain weave face
textile | T2 tricot backer | 13 mm
taped seams | CORDURA® fibres
for superior durability
Hood & neck configuration
Multi-point adjustable hood |
Laminated hood brim |
Helmet-compatible
Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard®
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Articulated sleeve for optimal
range of movement | Ventilation
pit zips | Die-cut VELCRO®

Waist configuration
Elasticated cord lock
Pocket configuration
Two chest pockets with zip
closure | One internal laminated
security pocket | One sleevemounted pass pocket

The BLACKYAK Hariana pants are
a BLACKYAK MIDSHELL® product
featuring three-layer GORE-TEX
INFINIUM™ laminate. The unique
properties of this material allow
the maximum level of moisture
transfer with a great level of
weather protection. Fully equipped with ergonomically placed
half-leg zips and articulated
construction, BLACKYAK Hariana
is the performance trouser for all
general-purpose wet weather
protection.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 470 g / 16.6 oz
Fit: Performance
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™
WINDSTOPPER® |
CORDURA® |
Kevlar® |
YKK AquaGuard®

Construction
20D polyamide plain weave face
textile | TR2 tricot backer | 13 mm
taped seams | CORDURA® fibres
for superior durability
Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard®
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Compatible with ski boots up
16 cm (Approx. 6.25“) ankle
diameter | Ankle zip for extending
ankle opening | Kevlar® ankle
reinforcement
Waist configuration
G-hook and webbing waist
adjustment | 9+3 detachable
suspender system

Hem configuration
Integrated snow gaiter | Design
abrasion panel
Pocket configuration
Two hand pockets | Two bellows
thigh pockets

MEN’S SHELL &
INSULATED SHELL
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BLACKYAK
PAJUNA

BLACKYAK
PAJUNA

2010003 - MEN

2010004 - MEN

Padded two-layer GORE-TEX resort jacket with all the essential
features for unforgettable adventures on and off the slopes.

The BABY YAK insulation makes
the men’s BLACKYAK Pajuna the
ideal resort jacket for all winter
conditions. This cleanly designed
two-layer GORE-TEX jacket will
keep you warm and protect you
against the elements, no matter
what Mother Nature throws at
you. The unique hanging
construction of the fixed snow skirt
ensures that it automatically fits
tightly around the waist when the
jacket is closed. The shoulder
areas of the BLACKYAK Pajuna
are seamlessly constructed to
avoid pressure points when
carrying a rucksack.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
GORE-TEX |
VELCRO® |
YKK Aquaseal® Zippers

033
NEW

Functional insulated two-layer GORE-TEX pants for resort skiing,
freeriding and free touring.
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Construction
GORE-TEX 2L | 45 gr/sm BABY
YAK padding | 13 mm taped
seams
Hood & neck configuration
Adjustable hood
Zippers configuration
Two-way CF zip
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
VELCRO® adjustment at sleeve
cuff | Armpit ventilation zips
Waist configuration
Snow skirt with mesh insert and
grip elastic
Hem configuration
Adjustable hem

Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Sleeve pocket |
Inner zip pocket | Inner snap
pocket | Inner mesh pocket

With BABY YAK padding from the
waist down to the integrated
gaiters, the men’s BLACKYAK
Pajuna pants provide the perfect
insulation for cold days on and off
the slopes. The sides of the
two-layer GORE-TEX shell are
equipped with long double-slider
zips for ventilation, ideal for free
touring adventures when the
insulation becomes too warm in
the ascent.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance

Construction
GORE-TEX 2L | 45gr/sm BABY YAK
padding | 13 mm taped seams

Hem configuration
Kevlar® at inner leg hem and hem
facing

GORE-TEX |
CORDURA® |
Kevlar® |
YKK Aquaseal® Zippers

Zippers configuration
CF fly opening with snap button
and hook closure | Two-way zips
at side seam for ventilation

Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Thigh pockets with
volume pleat

Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Ventilation and leg opening |
Snow gaiter with mesh insert for
ventilation | Grip elastic at snow
gaiter | Kevlar®/CORDURA®
reinforcements
Waist configuration
Belt loops | Waistband adjustment
at inner web | Removable and
adjustable suspenders

MEN’S SHELL &
INSULATED SHELL
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BLACKYAK
KOSTROMA

BLACKYAK
MAHAL

1910010 - MEN

1910013 - MEN

Waterproof, windproof and breathable padded
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ pants.

Waterproof, windproof and breathable padded
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ jacket.

The BLACKYAK Kostroma is the
multi-use jacket for the 21st century.
It features a shell constructed from
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ for protection and a removable inner jacket
constructed with Climashield® for
insulation and YAK FLOW™ Comfort Technology air-permeable
textiles.
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Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
YAK HOOKS™
Lock & Hold Protection
YAK SEAL™
Water Barrier Technology
YAK FLOW™
Comfort Technology
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ |
CORDURA® |
Climashield® |
YKK AquaGuard® |
VELCRO®

Construction
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ 3L
laminate | 30D polyamide plain
weave face textile | Climashield®
100 hollow core continuous
filament insulation | 13 mm taped
seams | CORDURA® fibres for
superior durability | GORE-TEX
INFINIUM™

Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Articulated sleeve for optimal range
of movement | YAK HOOKS™ cuff
adjusters | Ventilation pit zips |
Die-cut VELCRO®

Hood & neck configuration
Multi-point adjustable hood |
Laminated hood brim |
Helmet-compatible

Pocket configuration
Two harness-compatible hand
pockets with zip closure | One
internal laminated security pocket |
One internal stuff pocket

Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard®

Waist configuration
Elasticated cord lock

The BLACKYAK Mahal pants are a
cold and wet weather, threequarter insulated, multi-activity
trouser. Using material comfort
mapping and YAK FLOW™
Comfort Technology textiles, the
insulation provides warmth when
and where required. A comfort
mapped panel allows heat
venting via the half-leg zip of the
weatherproof GORE-TEX
INFINIUM™ shell.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
YAK FLOW™
Comfort Technology
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™
WINDSTOPPER® |
CORDURA® |
Kevlar® |
Climashield® |
YKK Aquaseal® Zippers

Construction
13 mm taped seams | Kevlar®
ankle reinforcement | BLACKYAK
side hook | CORDURA® fibres for
superior durability | Climashield® |
YAK FLOW™ Comfort Technology
air-permeable textiles
Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard®
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Three slider leg ventilation |
compatible with ski boots up
16 cm (Approx. 6.25“) ankle
diameter
Waist configuration
BLACKYAK side hook | Loops for
optional belt

Hem configuration
Integrated snow gaiter | Design
abrasion panel
Pocket configuration
Two hand pockets | One thigh
pocket

MEN’S SHELL &
INSULATED SHELL
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THEBE
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NIATA

1810039 - MEN

1810006 - MEN
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Our most versatile and robust down jacket for cold weather
conditions.

The compact and very versatile
BLACKYAK Thebe jacket is made
for cold conditions. The YAK
BOX-WALL™ Air Flow Construction
of the chambers traps warm air
inside the system and keeps it
floating between the individual
chambers, minimising heat
convection. To avoid thread
exposure and likely damage to
the construction, the down
chambers are divided through
seams, where the thread is
located inside and protected from
damage through layers of fabric.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 702 g / 24.8 oz
Fit: Athletic
YAK BOX-WALL™
Air Flow Construction
CORDURA® |
YKK VISLON® Zippers

Our most thermally efficient insulation product with enhanced
range of movement.
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Construction
CORDURA® ripstop | Traceable
RDS goose down 90/10, 750 cuin |
RDS | DWR-finished | No
„exposed“ top stitching
Hood & neck configuration
Self-adjusting hood | Equipped
with a pack sack
Zippers configuration
YKK Vislon two-way Zipper
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Opaque BLACKYAK branding
Waist configuration
Three wind gaiters | Small droptail

Hem configuration
Elasticated body hem and cuffs
Pocket configuration
Two hand warmer pockets with
zips | Inner chest pocket

The BLACKYAK Niata jacket
redefines performance in the
insulated product category. It is
constructed using BLACKYAK
down stretch zones. BLACKYAK
down stretch zones combine
materials and the YAK BOXWALL™ Air Flow Construction to
allow an extended range of
movement while maintaining a
high thermal efficiency. In addition
to goose down, G-LOFT® synthetic
down is used in high compression
areas.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 541 g / 19.1 oz
Fit: Performance
YAK BOX-WALL™
Air Flow Construction
CORDURA® |
G-LOFT® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
Traceable RDS goose down
90/10, 750 cuin | DWR-finished |
Mesh box-wall construction |
Stretch panels at the upper back |
CORDURA® ripstop
Hood & neck configuration
Self-adjusting | elasticated hood
Zippers configuration
YKK Zippers
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
G-LOFT® underarm panel for
optimal thermal insulation |
Underarm gusset (freedom of
movement)

Hem configuration
Elasticated Y-band at cuffs and
body hem
Pocket configuration
Two hand warmer pockets with
zips | One inside secure storage
pocket with zip | Two big inside
mesh pockets

040

BLACKYAK
BAKOSI

2010014 - MEN

1810038 - MEN
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BLACKYAK
RENDENA

Super lightweight hybrid natural down jacket with a brand-new
hood system and down chamber construction.

The men’s BLACKYAK Rendena
down insulated jacket is one of
our most exciting new styles. This
lightweight 800 cuin down jacket
features several new developments like a new overlapping
down chamber construction on
the body and upper sleeve to
avoid cold spots in critical areas.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
CORDURA® |
YKK Zippers

Our most intelligent insulated garment for a varity of activities.
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Construction
New overlapping chamber
construction at body and upper
sleeve to avoid cold spots in
critical areas | 800 cuin fill power
DWR goose down (90/10) RDS
certified | CORDURA® 20D light
weight fabrics
Hood & neck configuration
Storable hood construction
Zippers configuration
YKK reversed coil zipper for CF
and pockets
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Stretchable soft sleeve cuff

Hem configuration
Adjustable hem
Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Inner zip pocket |
Inner mesh pocket

The BLACKYAK Bakosi jacket is an
intelligent insulated jacket made
from a variety of different
materials. Goose down is used
over the top area of the body for
maximum warmth, and PrimaLoft®
on the lower parts of the arms
and in the belt area. And for the
back panel, Polartec® Alpha® has
been used for more permeability
and stretch.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 606 g / 21.4 oz
Fit: Performance
CORDURA® |
Polartec® Alpha® |
PrimaLoft®

Construction
Traceable RDS goose down
90/10, 750 cuin | DWR-finished |
Polartec® Alpha® back filling |
Mapped insulation | Stretch back
panel | CORDURA® ripstop |
CORDURA® four-way stretch |
Polartec® Power Grid™ fleece
Hood & neck configuration
Fitted stretch fleece hood
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Underarm gusset (freedom of
movement)
Waist configuration
PrimaLoft® Gold® belt area
padding

Hem configuration
Anti-slip Y-band at body hem
Pocket configuration
Two hand warmer pockets with
zips | One inside mesh pocket |
One inside secure storage pocket
with zip

042

BLACKYAK
NELORE

2010011 - MEN

1810045 - MEN
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BLACKYAK
PODOLIAN

Men’s hybrid packable midlayer jacket with natural down and
Climashield® insulation for ultimate performance in colder climates.

Packed with the best natural and
synthetic insulation, the BLACKYAK
Podolian is designed to keep you
warm when the weather turns
ugly. The bonded YAK-styled
chambers on the chest are filled
with blown-in 600 cuin goose
down, resulting in a super nice,
soft and warm feeling around the
core areas. The abdomen,
shoulders and arms are padded
with Climashield® to increase
durability in higher-strain areas
without sacrificing thermal
performance.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
CORDURA® |
Climashield® |
COOLMAX® |
Re:Down

A down jacket with a great range of use, which can be worn both
as a top layer as well as underneath a 3L jacket.
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Construction
Body mapped insulation with
padding and Re:Down 600FP
(75/25) | Bonded chamber
construction | 40D Super microfiber PES | 20D Nylon |
CORDURA®/COOLMAX®
brushed double weave side
panels
Hood & neck configuration
Collar with brushed fabric inside
Zippers configuration
CF zip opening
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Stretchable soft sleeve cuffs

Hem configuration
Adjustable hem
Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Stuff pocket |
Inner pockets

The BLACKYAK Nelore jacket is
made using CORDURA® lightweight Ripstop and CORDURA®
Fleece. This jacket has been filled
using 700 cuin, traceable goose
down treated to be water
repellent. The jacket has a great
range of use as it is lightweight
and has a very small packing
volume. You can wear it as a
warmer underneath your 3L Jacket
or as a warming item. The
innovative design and coloration
make the BLACKYAK Nelore jacket
a real statement.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 383 g / 13.5 oz
Fit: Performance

Construction
RDS Goose Down 90/10 |
CORDURA® Ripstop | CORDURA®
heavyweight fleece

CORDURA®

Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Stretch Cordura® reinforcement at
cuffs
Pocket configuration
Two handwarmer pockets with
zippers | One chest pocket with
zipper

044

BLACKYAK
CALVANA HOODY

1910049 - MEN

1910028 - MEN
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BLACKYAK
CALVANA HOODY HD

Lightweight and highly breathable midlayer.

The BLACKYAK Calvana brings
together all of our expertise in
user comfort and product
performance. The advanced
textiles in YAK FLOW™ Comfort
Technology are tuned to allow a
precise amount of air perme-ability. This continuous airFLOW™
prevents overheating and allows
the fast removal of humidity and
sweat build-up. The result is a
product that works as a midlayer
during high output activities in
cold weather and as a layering
piece that optimises the vapour
rate when used in conjunction
with a shell product.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
YAK FLOW™
Comfort Technology
Climashield® |
YKK Zippers

Lightweight and highly breathable midlayer.
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Construction
120 g Climashield® continuous
filament | Hollow core | Air-permeable textile with 40D super
micro fiber polyester

Waist configuration
Drawcord adjustable | 270° waist

Hood & neck configuration
Hood

Pocket configuration
Two hand pockets with zip closure |
Internal stuff pocket | Internal
zipped security pocket

Zippers configuration
YKK reverse coil centre front | YKK
reverse coil pockets
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Articulated sleeve | CORDURA®
fibres for superior durability at
cuffs

Hem configuration
Elastic Y-Band

The BLACKYAK Calvana brings
together all of our expertise in
user comfort and product
performance. The advanced
textiles in YAK FLOW™ Comfort
Technology are tuned to allow a
precise amount of air perme-ability. This continuous airFLOW™
prevents overheating and allows
the fast removal of humidity and
sweat build-up. The result is a
product that works as a midlayer
during high output activities in
cold weather and as a layering
piece that optimises the vapour
rate when used in conjunction
with a shell product.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
YAK FLOW™
Comfort Technology
Climashield® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
68 g Climashield® continuous
filament | Hollow core | Air-permeable textile with 40D super
mico fiber polyester

Waist configuration
Drawcord adjustable | 270° waist

Hood & neck configuration
Hood

Pocket configuration
Two hand pockets with zip closure |
Internal stuff pocket | Internal
zipped security pocket

Zippers configuration
YKK reverse coil centre front | YKK
reverse coil pockets
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Articulated sleeve | CORDURA®
fibres for superior durability at
cuffs

Hem configuration
Elastic Y-Band

BLACKYAK
CALVANA JACKET

BLACKYAK
CALVANA SMOCK

1910043 - MEN

1910044 - MEN
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Lightweight and highly breathable midlayer.

Lightweight and highly breathable midlayer.

The BLACKYAK Calvana brings
together all of our expertise in
user comfort and product
performance. The advanced
textiles in YAK FLOW™ Comfort
Technology are tuned to allow a
precise amount of air permeability.
This continuous airFLOW™
prevents overheating and allows
the fast removal of humidity and
sweat build-up. The result is a
product that works as a midlayer
during high output activities in
cold weather and as a layering
piece that optimises the vapour
rate when used in conjunction
with a shell product.
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Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
YAK FLOW™
Comfort Technology
Climashield® |
YKK Zippers |
40D super micro fiber polyester

Construction
120 g Climashield® continuous
filament | Hollow core | Air-permeable textile with 40D super
micro fiber polyester
Zippers configuration
YKK reverse coil centre front | YKK
reverse coil pockets
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Articulated sleeve | CORDURA®
fibres for superior durability at
cuffs
Waist configuration
Drawcord adjustable | 270° waist
Hem configuration
Elastic Y-Band

Pocket configuration
Two hand pockets with zip closure |
Internal stuff pocket | Internal
zipped security pocket

The BLACKYAK Calvana brings
together all of our expertise in
user comfort and product
performance. The advanced
textiles in YAK FLOW™ Comfort
Technology are tuned to allow a
precise amount of air permeability.
This continuous airFLOW™
prevents overheating and allows
the fast removal of humidity and
sweat build-up. The result is a
product that works as a midlayer
during high output activities in
cold weather and as a layering
piece that optimises the vapour
rate when used in conjunction
with a shell product.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
YAK FLOW™
Comfort Technology
Climashield® |
YKK Zippers |
40D super micro fiber polyester

Construction
120 g Climashield® continuous
filament | Hollow core | Air-permeable textile with 40D super
micro fiber polyester
Hood & neck configuration
Hood
Zippers configuration
YKK reverse coil centre front | YKK
reverse coil pockets
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Articulated sleeve | CORDURA®
fibres for superior durability at
cuffs
Waist configuration
Drawcord adjustable

Hem configuration
Elastic Y-Band
Pocket configuration
Two hand pockets with zip
closure | Internal stuff pocket |
Internal zipped security pocket

048

BLACKYAK
SELEMBU

2010012 - MEN

1810014 - MEN
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BLACKYAK
CRIOLLO

Versatile hybrid insulated vest for many uses with natural goose
down and Climashield® padding.

Adding warmth where you need it
but keeping your arms free and
airy, the BLACKYAK Criollo hybrid
vest is a super versatile insulated
garment that goes with literally
any outfit. This lightweight,
packable style keeps your
abdomen covered with a warm
600 cuin goose down filling while
the shoulders and sides are
equipped with durable Climashield® padding.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
CORDURA® |
Climashield® |
Re:Down

This vest is highly versatile, comfortable and made
for your daily use.
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Construction
Body mapped insulation with
padding and Re:Down 600FP
(75/25) | Bonded chamber
construction | 40D Super microfiber PES | 20D nylon |
CORDURA®/COOLMAX®
brushed double weave side
panels
Hood & neck configuration
Collar with brushed fabric inside
Zippers configuration
CF zip opening | YKK reversed coil
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Elasticated armholes

Hem configuration
Adjustable hem
Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Stuff pocket |
Inner pockets

The BLACKYAK Selembu vest is
great-looking, lightweight,
comfortable and warm. Engineered front- and back-side
panelling produced with mini
ripstop and filled with goose
down, with nylon used for side
and shoulder panels. 3-D mesh
has been added into the shoulder
panels to give added stability.
Other details include, two
zip-closed hand warmer pockets
comfort-brushed inside collar and
wide elastic hem band for a
performance fit.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
CORDURA® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
CORDURA® ripstop | CORDURA®
four-way stretch | Lightweight
stretch nylon | Down padded front
for optimal thermal insulation |
Stretch CORDURA® at the back
for enhanced comfort
Hood & neck configuration
Innovative collar construction
Zippers configuration
YKK reversed coil CF & hand
pockets
Hem configuration
Anti-slip Y-band at body hem
Pocket configuration
Two hand warmer pockets with
zips

MID
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BLACKYAK
MODICANA

BLACKYAK
BURLINA

1810007 - MEN

1810033 - MEN
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Durable stretch jacket with an advanced level of ventilation
and merino wool lining.

The BLACKYAK Modicana jacket
was conceived to solve user
demands for a robust BLACKYAK
MIDSHELL® garment that allows
reasonable insulation with a high
level of ventilation. The ’comfort
mapping‘ design uses four-way
stretch CORDURA® to ensure
great durability. The BLACKYAK
developers created an intimate
bond with merino wool for this
material. Finally, laser perforations
were added to create extremely
high vent areas at high sweat
points.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 569 g / 20.1 oz
Fit: Athletic
CORDURA® |
YKK Zippers

Our expedition proof hoody for your everyday use.

Construction
Seam bonding | Perforated, highly
breathable panel construction |
CORDURA® four-way stretch |
CORDURA® bonded with merino
Hood & neck configuration
Adjustable, CORDURA®
reinforced hood
Zippers configuration
YKK reversed coil zippers for CF
and pockets
Hem configuration
Elastic Y-band at body hem and
cuffs
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Pocket configuration
Two hand warmer pockets with
zippers | One inside stretch mesh
pocket | Chest pocket

Functional and warm, with a design
that feels and fits like a hoody. For
additional warmth, the BLACKYAK
Burlina hoody features down
padding consisting of 750 cuin
water-repellent traceable goose
down over the front panels and in
the hood. It is produced using
CORDURA® fleece and CORDURA®
lightweight ripstop fabric. This
expedition-approved BLACKYAK
Burlina hoody is breathable, offers
great freedom of movement and
has two hand warmer pockets with
zips.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 512 g / 19.1 oz
Fit: Performance

Construction
G-LOFT® synthetic insulation
120 g | CORDURA® ripstop |
CORDURA® heavyweight fleece

CORDURA® |
G-LOFT® |
YKK Zippers

Hood & neck configuration
Front and hood with down
padding
Zippers configuration
YKK reversed coil zippers for CF
and hand pockets
Pocket configuration
Two hand warmer pockets with
zips

BLACKYAK
MISHIMA

BLACKYAK
BETIZU

1810008 - MEN

1810043 - MEN
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Comfortable and functional hoody.

Durable fleece hoody.

The BLACKYAK Mishima hoody is
an insulation product for cold and
dry environments and multi-use
activities. The fleece construction
uses CORDURA® fibres for excellent durability and mechanical
strength. Core muscles are further
protected from cold temperatures
with the addition of a bonded
stretch panel on the front of the
garment. The panel features
signature BLACKYAK styling and
integrates four pockets with zip
closures.
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Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 529 g / 18.7 oz
Fit: Athletic

Construction
CORDURA® heavyweight fleece |
CORDURA® four-way stretch

CORDURA® |
YKK Zippers

Zippers configuration
YKK reversed coil zipper for CF
and pockets
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Comfort cuff solution
Hem configuration
Elastice Y-band at body hem
Pocket configuration
Two hand warmer pockets with
zippers | Two chest pockets with
zippers

The BLACKYAK Betizu hoody is a
super functional item that has a
very casual feeling. A combination
of high loft fleece mixed with
CORDURA® makes sure this item
performs. The fleece jacket has
been designed with a large hood
and drawcord to lend a relaxed
feel, two large hand warmer
pockets applied with a bonded
frame finish. The back side has the
traditional BLACKYAK tonal
branding.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 600 g / 21.1 oz
Fit: Athletic
CORDURA® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
CORDURA® heavyweight fleece |
CORDURA® four-way stretch
Hood & neck configuration
Large hood with drawcord
Zippers configuration
YKK reversed coil for CF and hand
pockets
Hem configuration
Elasticated body hem and cuff
solution
Pocket configuration
Two hand warmer pockets with
zips

056

BLACKYAK
TAMBOV

2010013 - MEN

2010016 - MEN
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BLACKYAK
VAYNOL

Lightweight resort midlayer for insulation that doesn’t
compromise your outfit’s mobility or moisture management.

Comfortable and warm medium-weight teddy fleece
with functional CORDURA® and iconic BLACKYAK styling.

In cold weather conditions, the
men’s BLACKYAK Vaynol is the
perfect midlayer to keep you
warm. Also great as a standalone piece on dry days in the
mountains and even around your
home, this casual, all-black jacket
with two side pockets keeps you
warm with a mix of a CORDURA®
melange fleece and a rich, lofty
teddy fleece on the chest, collar
and shoulders.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 529 g / 18.7 oz
Fit: Athletic
CORDURA® |
Polartec® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
Polartec® teddy fleece and
CORDURA® fleece
Zippers configuration
CF zip opening | YKK reversed coil
zipper for CF and hand pockets
Pocket configuration
Hand pockets
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The clean lines underline the
typical resort look of the
BLACKYAK Tambov shirt with its
dominant YAK style details,
seamless shoulders and the
strongly contrasting colours. The
lightweight midlayer with full front
zip offers the right amount of
insulation for on- and off-piste
adventures and comes with a soft
brushing on the inside and a
stiffened, high collar.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 529 g / 18.7 oz
Fit: Athletic
CORDURA® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
CORDURA® stretch fleece
Zippers configuration
CF zip opening | YKK reversed coil
zipper for CF and hand pockets
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Soft inner cuff
Pocket configuration
Hand pockets
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BLACKYAK
RARAMURI

2010017 - MEN

2010018 - MEN
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MEN’S
MIDLAYERS

NEW

BLACKYAK
VOLYN

Lightweight midlayer with reflective YAK LUMIS™
Smart-Reflecting Technology elements for day and night ski touring.

Stylish technical midlayer with grid fleece and chambered
synthetic insulation in critical areas.

With its grid fleece both on the
inside and outside in combination
with the insulation chambers on
the chest, collar, shoulders and
upper arms, the men’s BLACKYAK
Volyn midlayer not only has a very
fashionable and technical look
but also offers the right degree of
insulation in the critical areas.
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Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 529 g / 18.7 oz
Fit: Athletic
YKK Zippers

Construction
Partially padded with fiber flakes |
PES grid fleece | LW stretch fabric |
CORDURA®/COOLMAX®
brushed double weave fabric at
center back
Zippers configuration
CF zip opening | YKK reversed coil
for CF and hand pockets
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Stretchable, soft sleeve cuffs
Pocket configuration
Hand pockets

Initially designed to complement
the BLACKYAK Barzona BC jacket
perfectly, the BLACKYAK Raramuri
for men is the perfect lightweight
midlayer for all backcountry
free-riders and ski mountaineers.
Its minimalist construction offers
everything you expect from a
technical midlayer.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 529 g / 18.7 oz
Fit: Athletic
YAK LUMIS™
SMART-REFLECTING
TECHNOLOGY

Construction
Reflex at upper front and back |
Brushed PES stretch fleece
Zippers configuration
YKK reversed coil 3/4 zip
opening | YKK invisible zipper for
chest pocket
Pocket configuration
Chest pocket
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BLACKYAK
CARORA

MEN’S
MIDLAYERS

2000061 - MEN

Technical merino fleece with back-side ventilation and
1/4-length zip.

The BLACKYAK Carora fleece shirt
is a technical piece that offers
great insulation and ventilation.
The functional Italian Pontetorto
nylon/ merino double knit grid
fleece is lightweight and has a
front 1/4-length zip to facilitate the
process of getting dressed and
undressed.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 529 g / 18.7 oz
Fit: Athletic
YKK Zippers
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Construction
Polyamide merino grid fleece |
Bold backside BLACKYAK
branding on mesh | Polyamide
merino wool intimate blend | Brush
warp mesh
Zippers configuration
YKK quarter length zipper
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Comfort cuff | Flatlock stitching
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BLACKYAK
ATA

2010005 - MEN

2010006 - MEN
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NEW

BLACKYAK
CACHENA

Packable, lightweight hybrid ski mountaineering midlayer with
Polartec® Alpha® and Climashield® insulation.

Lightweight three-layer GORE-TEX Active Shell for
ski mountaineering.

The men’s BLACKYAK Cachena is
the perfect lightweight ski
mountaineering jacket with
reliable three-layer GORE-TEX
protection. Reducing the weight
does not mean you have to
compromise the functionality. The
BLACKYAK Cachena is thus
equipped with a double-ended
front zip for extra ventilation and
more mobility when climbing as
well as long underarm zips to vent
low, directly under the arm or the
complete side without getting in
the way of the harness or
rucksack. All zips are waterproof
and all critical seams are
additionally reinforced.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 702 g / 24.8 oz
Fit: Athletic
YAK HOOKS™
Lock & Hold Protection
GORE-TEX |
VELCRO® |
YKK Zippers
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Construction
Reflex at CB neck and sleeves |
GORE-TEX Active Shell | 13 mm
seam tapes
Hood & neck configuration
Adjustable hood
Zippers configuration
YKK Aquaguard Two way CF zip |
YKK Aquaguard zips for chest and
hand pockets | YKK Aquaguard
zips for underarm ventilation
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Armpit ventilation openings |
VELCRO® adjustment at sleeve
cuff | Elastic at sleeve cuff

Hem configuration
Adjustable hem
Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Chest pocket

The BLACKYAK Ata for men is the
perfect hybrid insulated jacket
that can be worn as a warm
midlayer or as a stand-alone
piece, weather permitting. The
packable jacket is made of three
different CORDURA® shell fabrics,
all extremely durable and built to
perform.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 541 g / 19.1 oz
Fit: Performance
YAK FLOW™
Comfort Technology
CORDURA® |
Polartec® Alpha® Direct |
Climashield®
YKK Zippers

Construction
Packable CORDURA® 30d light
weight RipStop fabric | Stretch 3L
Material on upper sleeve & hood |
Polartec® Alpha® and Climashield® 67 g padding | Into Air™
(Permeable insulation)
Hood & neck configuration
Hood
Zippers configuration
CF zip | YKK reversed coil zip for
CF and hand pockets
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Stretchable soft sleeve cuff
Hem configuration
Elasticated hem with grip elastic

Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Stuff pocket

BLACKYAK
YAKUTIAN

BLACKYAK
LULU

1810037 - MEN

2010007 - MEN
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Our most versatile touring jacket with a wide range of movement
and comfort.

The BLACKYAK Yakutian jacket is
constructed to provide the user
with a fantastic range of movement,
comfort, warmth and breathability.
The shoulders have been
enhanced inside with 3-D mesh,
and the CORDURA® back-side
panel is decorated with detailed
laser perforations allowing the
transfer of moisture – all to carry a
rucksack comfortably. Polartec®
Alpha® in the inside provides
warmth and efficient moisture
management. At the front, the
BLACKYAK signature mesh pockets
store all necessary belongings.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 527 g / 18.6 oz
Fit: Performance
CORDURA® |
Polartec® Alpha® |
YKK Zippers

Our most intelligent insulated garment for a varity of activities.

Construction
Polartec® Alpha® | Lightweight
stretch nylon | CORDURA®
four-way stretch | CORDURA®/
COOLMAX® double weave |
Laser-perforated back panel for
maximum ventilation | 3-D mesh
padding in shoulder
Hood & neck configuration
Stiffer hood brim | Wind shield at
inner hood
Zippers configuration
YKK reversed coil zip for CF
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Elastic Y-band
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Hem configuration
Elastic Y-band at body hem and
cuffs
Pocket configuration
Two big mesh chest pockets | One
inside stuff sack pocket with zip

Breathable melange fleece for ski
touring with reflective detailing
and stretch CORDURA® reinforcements.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 606 g / 21.4 oz
Fit: Performance
YAK LUMIS™
SMART-REFLECTING
TECHNOLOGY
CORDURA®

Construction
Centre back with laser-cut holes
for ventilation | Reflex at front
shoulders | CORDURA® stretch
fleece | CORDURA® 4-way stretch
shoulder and center back
Zippers configuration
YKK reversed coil zipper for CF
and chest pockets
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Stretchable soft sleeve cuffs
Hem configuration
Elasticated hem wet grip elastic
Pocket configuration
Chest pockets

BLACKYAK
TULIM

BLACKYAK
DOAYO

1900014 - MEN

2010024 - MEN
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Ultimate versatile windproof and water repellent mountaineering
pants without insulation.

Vest with integrated pop-out emergency jacket.
00
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Designed with a low-profile
silhouette, the vest provides
protection for fast and light
activities in the mountains or
commuting along main street.
When the weather turns nasty,
the integrated windbreaker can
be deployed within seconds to
provide both rain and wind
protection.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 400 g / 14,1 oz
Fit: Performance
CORDURA |
YKK Zippers

Construction
Laminated merino wool | Air-permeable textile | High airflow laser
perforation | CORDURA® fibre
technology

®

Patterning
Ergonomic shaping
Hood & neck configuration
Mandarin collar | Elasticated
hood | Integrated pop out jacket
Zippers configuration
YKK reverse coil
Cuff & sleeves configuration
Vest
Waist configuration
360° comfort waist
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Hem configuration
Elasticated Y-band
Pocket configuration
One stow away waist pocket for
integrated emergency jacket

The BLACKYAK Doayo for men are
versatile winter sports pants for
every conceivable use on the
mountain. Due to the lack of
insulation, you can choose a
warm, next-to-skin layer depending on the activity or weather,
with the pants providing reliable
windproof and water repellent
protection.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
CORDURA® |
COOLMAX® |
Kevlar® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
CORDURA®/COOLMAX®
brushed double weave fabric |
CORDURA® 4-Way stretch |
Kevlar®/CORDURA® reinforcements

Waist configuration
Belt loops | Laser-cut ventilation at
back yoke

Zippers configuration
CF fly opening with snap button
and hook closure

Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Thigh pocket

Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Leg openings with snap adjustment | Ventilation openings at
thigh | Removable snow gaiter
with grip elastic and metal hook |
Reflex at back calf

Hem configuration
Kevlar® at inner leg hem
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BLACKYAK
YANBIAN

2010008 - MEN

2010009 - MEN
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BLACKYAK
ISTOBEN

Minimalist and effective overpants with warm
Climashield® padding.

Technical ski touring pants made with the most functional material
mix for maximum performance.

Introducing possibly the best ski
touring pants in the world: the
BLACKYAK Istoben for men is the
mountaineering trouser that will
go anywhere and reach everywhere with you. For maximum
performance, the shell consists of
six different stretch materials, including four different types of
CORDURA® fabric. Intelligent
panelling guarantees uninhibited
freedom of movement and an
incredibly good fit at maximum
breathability and protection. With
their outstanding functionality and
very articulated fit, the BLACKYAK
Istoben pants are an indispensable component in every ski
mountaineer’s gear closet.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
CORDURA® |
COOLMAX® |
Kevlar® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
3L CORDURA® softshell fabric at
front thigh area | CORDURA®/
COOLMAX® brushed double
weave | CORDURA® 4-Way
stretch | Lycra Mesh for pockets |
Kevlar®/CORDURA® reinforcements
Zippers configuration
YKK reversed coil zipper for CF Fly
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Leg opening works also as
ventilation | Kevlar® at inner leg
hem and hem facing | Snow gaiter
with ventilation opening | Grip
elastic and metal hook at snow
gaiter | Reflex at back calf | Front
thigh area seam taped
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Waist configuration
Belt loops and belt tunnel at back
Hem configuration
Snow Gaiters
Pocket configuration
Two hand pockets | Thigh mesh
pockets

When you reach the summit and
take a moment to breathe before
the well-deserved descent, the last
thing you want is for your muscles
to cool down. Thanks to the
full-length side zips with snap
buttons on the hips and leg hems,
the BLACKYAK Yanbian pants can
be fitted quickly and easily over
ski touring pants, even when you
are wearing your skis. If the
conditions are wet, throw a rain
shell over your BLACKYAK Yanbian
pants to be fully protected.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
YAK FLOW™
Comfort Technology
CORDURA® |
Climashield® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
CORDURA® 30D light weight
fabric | Climashield® 67 g
padding | Into Air™ (Permeable
insulation)
Zippers configuration
CF fly opening | Snap buttons at
top and bottom of side seam zips
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Completely openable with side
seam zips
Waist configuration
Elastic inside back waistband,
Stretchable back yoke panel
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BLACKYAK
SIRI

1810035 - MEN

1810034 - MEN
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BLACKYAK
MEWATI

Hybrid 3/4-length insulated pants filled with G-LOFT®,
750 cuin goose down and Polartec® Alpha®.

The smartest solution to stay warm and keep your freedom of
movement in combination with 3L pants.

The BLACKYAK Mewati pants
keep the cold out in combination
with hard-shell pants. The main
material has power stretch to
keep the legs warm and to
promote movement. PrimaLoft®
60G has been built into the areas
over the knees and bottom,
adding an additional benefit of
warmth and cushioning.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Weight: 340 g / 12 oz
Fit: Athletic

Construction
PrimaLoft® | Power stretch fleece |
Lightweight stretch nylon | Extra
padding at knee and back area

PrimaLoft®

Waist configuration
Elasticated waistband | Seamless
crotch construction
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The BLACKYAK Siri pants are
3/4-length insulated pants that
pack up compactly. The front-side
insulation zones are developed
using CORDURA® ripstop. On the
inside, a combination of G-LOFT®,
goose down and Polartec®
Alpha® keeps you and your
muscles warm.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Performance
YAK BOX-WALL™
Air Flow Construction
CORDURA® |
Polartec® Alpha® |
G-LOFT® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
Lightweight CORDURA® ripstop |
CORDURA® four-way stretch |
Polartec® Alpha® hip area
padding | Traceable RDS goose
down 90/10, 750 cuin |
DWR-finished | Micro laser
ventilation holes
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Full-length side zip with security
snaps | Stretch leg cuffs

UNISEX
EXPEDITION

EXP
DIT EION
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BLACKYAK
WATUSI
1810060 - UNISEX

Lightweight
CORDURA®
Better weight
distribution
trough vest

Mesh pockets
Self adjusting
hood

Zipper
pockets

Mag-fix
sleeve control

Wind chill
protection

YAK BOX-WALL™
Air Flow Construction

G-LOFT®
and down

Stretch
construction
for better
movement

Special ice
screw protection

UNISEX
EXPEDITION

Magnets

Fixation points
for bladder

Kevlar®
Kevlar

®

Smart
cuff solution

Output mouthpiece
hydration system loop
Zipper pocket
Gaiter

Side storage pocket
2.5 L BLACKYAK
XD™ laminate

The BLACKYAK Watusi expedition suit is the most technically
engineered and thermally efficient product for use in extreme,
high-altitude expeditions.
The BLACKYAK Watusi expedition down suit is the culmination of years
of design development and testing. Every detail has been considered to
allow the climber to focus on the climb. From the high thermal efficiency
to the multi-slider zippers with extended zipper pullers. No other
product of this type is as feature rich.

Magnet locks

Side storage
pocket
Mesh pockets

Magnets
Mesh pockets
(on the inside
of the suit)

Integrated vest with
hydration bladder
pocket

Tube outlet of the
hydration system

BLACKYAK
WATUSI

BLACKYAK
TAURUS

1810060 - UNISEX

2010025 - UNISEX
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Our most thermally efficient expedition jacket for very cold
conditions.

Sizes (unisex): One-size-fits-all
Weight: 2020g
(with integrated vest)
YAK BOX-WALL™
Air Flow Construction
YAK XD™
Xtreme Durability
Technology
G-LOFT® |
CORDURA® |
Kevlar® |
YKK AquaGuard®

Construction
Double stitched down chambers |
performance-mapped insulation |
High-tenacity 20D CORDURA®
fibres | High-tenacity CORDURA®
fibres | 750 cuin goose down,
90/10 – RDS-certified | G-LOFT®
synthetic insulation 120 GSM
Patterning
Exposed areas with additional
wind | Water protection lamination |
Material mapped for performance |
Stretch zone mapped for comfort
Hood & neck configuration
Insulated and baffled fitted hood |
Auto-fitting hood | O2 set-compatible | Goggle-compatible |
Windshield brim

Zipper configuration
YKK reverse coil | Extended
zippers pulls | Multi-slider zips |
Up and under ablation access |
YKK AquaGuard®
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Ankle configuration
Synthetic insulated lower leg and
gripper band | Outer snow gaiter
with Kevlar® protection and
gripper band | High altitude/
Expedition double boot-compatible

Cuff & sleeve configuration
Drought-free compression cuff |
Reinforced thumb loop | Glove/
mitten fixing points

Pocket configuration
Two mesh pockets | One security
chest pocket

Waist configuration
Kevlar®-reinforced seat | Kevlar®reinforced harness/rock points |
harness-compatible | Mag-fix
sleeve control system

Pocket configuration –
internal vest
Close-to-body stuff pockets |
Close-to-body security pocket |
Hydration bladder-compatible

The BLACKYAK Taurus jacket is
made for very cold conditions.
The water-repellent treated and
traceable goose down (750 cuin)
keeps the body warm and insulated. The top-stitching has been
removed, a construction which
avoids seam failure through
thread damage. Its heat retention
is excellent due to the YAK BOXWALL™ Air Flow Construction.
This mesh 'box-wall' construction
allows the warm air inside the
jacket to circulate from chamber
to chamber which provides
excellent warmth. Brick‘

Sizes (unisex): S, M, L, XL, XXL
Fit: Athletic
YAK BOX-WALL™
Air Flow Construction
CORDURA® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
No exposed top stitching (to
avoid thread breaking) | Traceable RDS goose down 90/10, 750
cuin | RDS | DWR-finished
Patterning
Ergonomic shaping
Hood & neck configuration
Self-adjusting hood
Zippers configuration
YKK reverser coil
Waist configuration
Elasticated auto adjusting wind
gaiter inside add droptail detail to
hem configuration

Hem configuration
Anti-slip Y-band at body hem |
stowable drop tail
Pocket configuration
Two hand warmer pockets with
zips | Two chest pockets with zips |
One inside pocket with zip
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BLACKYAK
MOUNTAIN SHEMAG

UNISEX
EXPEDITION

1810003 - UNISEX

The head, chest and face protection system tested and verified for
high-mountain applications.

The BLACKYAK Mountain
Shemagh offers high-performance
protection in all cold weather
conditions. The multi-position
design provides an intimate fit to
the face, head, neck and upper
chest. Three-dimensional construction minimises the ingress of
draughts and cold air, significantly
reducing cold spot formations on
exposed skin.

Sizes (unisex): One-size-fits-all
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™
WINDSTOPPER®

Patterning
Preformed face shape |
Performance perforations
(mouth and ears)
Hood & neck configuration
Ergonomic shaping |
Helmet-compatible
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BLACKYAK
BRANGUS

BLACKYAK
BRANGUS

1811071 - WOMEN

1811072 - WOMEN

Waterproof and windproof shell pants with GORE-TEX C-KNIT™
and GORE-TEX Stretch Technology fabric.

Waterproof and windproof shell jacket with GORE-TEX C-KNIT™
and GORE-TEX Stretch Technology fabric.

The BLACKYAK Brangus uses the
durable, waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX C-KNIT™ fabric
combined with the new GORE-TEX
Stretch Technology to achieve
new levels in the product range of
movement. The careful application
of YKK AquaGuard® zips ensures
reliable action and weather
protection. Fully equipped with a
helmet-compatible hood, pit zips
and articulated construction, the
BLACKYAK Brangus is the choice
for extended use in the harshest
conditions.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 400 g / 14 Oz
Fit: Performance
YAK HOOKS™
Lock & Hold Protection
YAK SEAL™
Water Barrier Technology
GORE-TEX |
CORDURA® |
YKK AquaGuard® |
VELCRO®
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Construction
30D polyamide plain weave face
textile | 13 mm taped seams
Patterning
Ergonomic shaping
Hood & neck configuration
Multi-point adjustable hood |
Laminated hood brim |
Helmet-compatible
Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard®
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Articulated sleeve for optimal
range of movement | Cuff features |
Ventilation pit zips | Die-cut
VELCRO®

Waist configuration
Elasticated cord lock
Pocket configuration
Four chest pockets with zip
closure | One internal laminated
security pocket | One sleeve
mountain pass pocket

The BLACKYAK Brangus pants use
three-layer GORE-TEX C-KNIT™
laminate to achieve a softer touch
while offering best-class weather
protection. In addition, BLACKYAK
strategically mapped the new
GORE-TEX Stretch Technology to
allow a new level in ergonomics
and range of movement. Fully
equipped with full-length leg zips
and articulated construction, the
BLACKYAK Brangus is the choice
for all general wet weather
protection purposes.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 645 g / 22.8 oz
Fit: Performance
GORE-TEX C-KNIT™ |
GORE-TEX Stretch Technology |
CORDURA® |
Kevlar® |
YKK AquaGuard®

Construction
30D polyamide plain weave face
textile | GORE-TEX C-KNIT™
backer | 13 mm taped seams |
CORDURA® fibres for superior
durability
Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard® | Full-length leg
ventilation
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Compatible with ski boots up to
16 cm (Approx. 6.25“) ankle
diameter | Kevlar® ankle reinforcement
Waist configuration
G-hook and webbing waist
adjustment

Hem configuration
Integrated snow gaiter | Design
abrasion panel
Pocket configuration
Two hand pockets | Two thigh
pockets | One bib security pocket

WOMEN’S SHELL &
INSULATED SHELL
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BLACKYAK
BARZONA BC

BLACKYAK
AMRIT BC

2011001 - WOMEN

2011002 - WOMEN

Fully equipped three-layer GORE-TEX PRO jacket for the female
backcountry adventurer.

The relaxed silhouette of the
women’s BLACKYAK Barzona BC
is packed from hood to waist with
the most sophisticated features.
The three-layer GORE-TEX PRO
jacket is fully waterproof, with
more durable fabric used in areas
of high wear and tear like
shoulders, arms and waist, and
softer fabric on the hood, chest
and back for maximum moisture
management and comfort. The
unique BLACKYAK Hugger Hood
has an inside construction with
elasticated microfibre that
embraces the head and perfectly
stays in place. With its great
features and iconic BLACKYAK
design, the RECCO®-equipped
BLACKYAK Barzona BC is the only
jacket you’ll ever need for your
backcountry adventures.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance
YAK HOOKS™
Lock & Hold Protection
GORE-TEX PRO |
RECCO® |
YKK Zippers

087
NEW

The ultimate technical women’s three-layer GORE-TEX PRO
bib pants for backcountry freeriding.

Construction
3-D mesh at shoulders |
GORE-TEX PRO shell 30D & 70D
strategic mapping | RECCO® |
13 mm taped seams | Ventilation
holes at top zip flap
Hood & neck configuration
Adjustable hood | Inner hood
crown construction
Zippers configuration
Two-way CF zip | YKK AquaGuard® Two way CF zip | YKK
AquaGuard® for ventilation, hand
& sleeve pockets
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Armpit ventilation zips |
VELCRO® adjustable cuff
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Waist configuration
Powder skirt | Mesh insert at snow
skirt | Grip elastic at snow skirt
Hem configuration
Drawcord adjustment at hem and
hood
Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Sleeve pocket |
Inner zip pockets

One of BLACKYAK’s unique new
styles: the women’s BLACKYAK
Amrit BC pants are the waterproof
and super comfortable choice for
women who love hiking and
shredding in the backcountry.
Two mesh stash pockets on the
back of the bib offer easy-accessible space for skins, gloves or a
hat. The RECCO®-equipped
BLACKYAK Amrit BC pants for
women are designed to offer
maximum freedom of movement,
comfort and breathability and are
best worn with an insulation piece
underneath the bib.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance
GORE-TEX PRO |
CORDURA® |
Kevlar® |
RECCO® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
GORE-TEX PRO shell 70D |
Laser-cut holes at upper CB panel |
Bib area with CORDURA®/
COOLMAX® brushed double
weave & CORDURA® 4-way
stretch | 13 mm taped seams
Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard® zip for CF and
leg openings
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Ventilation zips at thigh | Kevlar®/
CORDURA® reinforcements
Waist configuration
Waist adjustment

Hem configuration
Kevlar® at inner leg hem and hem
facing | Snow gaiter | Grip elastic
at snow gaiter | Metal hook at
snow gaiter | RECCO®
Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Back mesh
pockets

WOMEN’S SHELL &
INSULATED SHELL
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BLACKYAK
BARZONA

BLACKYAK
AMRIT

1911007 - WOMEN

1911012 - WOMEN

GORE-TEX PRO shell pants.

GORE-TEX PRO shell jacket.

The introduction of the BLACKYAK
Barzona marks the introduction of
a new level of durability and user
ergonomics. The new BLACKYAK
Hugger Hood features a fixed
insert within the hood assembly
that when adjusted creates the
perfect interface between hood,
helmet and head. The BLACKYAK
Barzona utilises new 2019
three-layer GORE-TEX PRO shell
laminate with 70 denier polyamide filaments for extra durability.
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Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance
YAK HOOKS™
Lock & Hold Protection
YAK SEAL™
Water Barrier Technology
GORE-TEX PRO |
CORDURA®
YKK AquaGuard® |
VELCRO®

Construction
GORE-TEX PRO Shell 3L
laminate | 70D polyamide plain
weave face textile | 13 mm taped
seams | CORDURA® fibres for
superior durability

Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Articulated sleeve for optimal
range of movement | YAK HOOKS™
cuff adjusters | Ventilation pit zips |
Die-cut VELCRO®

Hood & neck configuration
BLACKYAK Hugger hood |
Multi-point adjustable hood |
Laminated hood brim |
Helmet-compatible

Waist configuration
Elasticated cord lock

Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard®

Pocket configuration
Two harness-compatible chest
pockets with zip closure |
One internal laminated security
pocket | One internal stuff pocket

The BLACKYAK Amrit pants are
designed to complement the
BLACKYAK Barzona jacket or be
used as stand-alone, high-durability technical shell pants. The use
of the new high-durability
three-layer GORE-TEX PRO shell
creates a class-leading level of
performance. The BLACKYAK
Amrit pants also feature the new
rail suspender fixing system. This
moves the suspender from the
traditional ‘Y‘ position over the
shoulder to a much more
ergonomic position on the side.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance
GORE-TEX PRO |
CORDURA® |
Kevlar® |
YKK AquaGuard®

Construction
GORE-TEX PRO shell 3L
laminate | 70D polyamide plain
weave face textile | Micro grid
backer | 13 mm taped seams
Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard® | Three slider
leg ventilation
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Compatible with ski boots up 16 cm
(Approx. 6.25“) ankle diameter |
Kevlar® ankle reinforcement
Waist configuration
Loops for optional belt

Hem configuration
Integrated snow gaiter | Design
abrasion panel
Pocket configuration
Two hand pockets

WOMEN’S SHELL &
INSULATED SHELL
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BLACKYAK
HARIANA

BLACKYAK
HARIANA

1811015 - WOMEN

1811016 - WOMEN

Weather-resistant shell pants with GORE-TEX INFINIUM™.

Weather-resistant shell jacket with GORE-TEX INFINIUM™.

The BLACKYAK Hariana uses
the latest three-layer GORE-TEX
INFINIUM™ laminate that
combines best-in-class moisture
transfer rates with great weather
protection. Fully equipped with a
helmet-compatible hood, pit zips
and articulated construction, the
BLACKYAK Hariana is the choice
for all year-round weather
protection in the BLACKYAK MIDSHELL® category.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 400 g / 14 oz
Fit: Performance
YAK HOOKS™
Lock & Hold Protection
YAK SEAL™
Water Barrier Technology
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ |
CORDURA® |
YKK AquaGuard® |
VELCRO®
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Construction
30D polyamide plain weave face
textile | T2 tricot backer | 13 mm
taped seams | CORDURA® fibres
for superior durability
Hood & neck configuration
Multi-point adjustable hood |
Laminated hood brim |
Helmet-compatible
Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard®
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Articulated sleeve for optimal
range of movement | Ventilation
pit zips | Die-cut VELCRO®

Waist configuration
Elasticated cord lock
Pocket configuration
Two chest pockets with zip
closure | One internal laminated
security pocket | One sleevemounted pass pocket

The BLACKYAK Hariana pants are
a BLACKYAK MIDSHELL® product
featuring three-layer GORE-TEX
INFINIUM™ laminate. The unique
properties of this material allow
the maximum level of moisture
transfer with a great level of
weather protection. Fully equipped with ergonomically placed
half-leg zips and articulated
construction, BLACKYAK Hariana
is the performance pants for all
general-purpose wet weather
protection.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 449 g / 15.9 oz
Fit: Performance

Construction
20D polyamide plain weave face
textile | TR2 tricot backer | 13 mm
taped seams

GORE-TEX INFINIUM™
WINDSTOPPER® |
CORDURA® |
Kevlar® |
YKK AquaGuard®

Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard®
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Compatible with ski boots up
16 cm (Approx. 6.25“) ankle
diameter | Ankle zip for extending
ankle opening | Kevlar® ankle
reinforcement
Waist configuration
G-hook and webbing waist
adjustment | 9+3 detachable
suspender system

Hem configuration
Integrated snow gaiter | Design
abrasion panel
Pocket configuration
Two hand pockets | Two bellow
thigh pockets

WOMEN’S SHELL &
INSULATED SHELL
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NEW

BLACKYAK
PAJUNA

BLACKYAK
PAJUNA

2011003 - WOMEN

2011004- WOMEN

NEW

Warm and functional two-layer GORE-TEX resort pants for female
snow sports enthusiasts.

Warm, waterproof padded two-layer GORE-TEX resort jacket with
all the features required for enjoyable winter adventures.

When the weather gets cold and
uncomfortable, the warm BABY
YAK insulation makes the BLACKYAK Pajuna the ideal resort jacket
for ladies who want to live up their
passion in any weather. The
minimalist jacket protects against
rain and snow with waterproof
and breathable two-layer
GORE-TEX. The women’s
BLACKYAK Pajuna excels not only
because of its functional characteristics for snow sports on and off
the slopes but also because of its
clean looks with characteristic
BLACKYAK design elements.
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Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance

Construction
GORE-TEX 2L | 60 gr/sm BABY
YAK padding

GORE-TEX |
YKK AquaGuard® |
VELCRO®

Hood & neck configuration
Adjustable hood
Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard® zipper for CF,
pockets and ventilations
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
VELCRO® adjustment at sleeve
cuff | Armpit ventilation zips
Waist configuration
Snow skirt with mesh insert and
grip elastic

Hem configuration
Adjustable hem
Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Sleeve pocket |
Inner zip pocket | Inner snap
pocket | Inner mesh pocket

From the slopes to the backcountry,
the women’s BLACKYAK Pajuna
pants offer the right amount of
insulation and ventilation in any
winter climate. The BABY YAK
padding from the waist down to
the knees protects you against the
cold while the double-slider zips
on the thighs provide the
necessary ventilation when
temperatures rise.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance

Construction
GORE-TEX 2L | 60gr/sm BABY YAK
padding

Hem configuration
Kevlar® at inner leg hem and hem
facing

GORE-TEX |
Kevlar® |
YKK Zippers

Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard® CF fly opening
with snap button and hook closure |
Two-way zips at side seam

Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Thigh pockets with
volume pleat

Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Ventilation zips at thigh | Snow
gaiter with mesh insert for
ventilation | Grip elastic at snow
gaiter | Kevlar®/CORDURA®
reinforcements
Waist configuration
Belt loops | Waistband adjustment
at inner web | Removable and
adjustable suspenders

WOMEN’S SHELL &
INSULATED SHELL
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NEW

BLACKYAK
KOSTROMA

BLACKYAK
MAHAL

1911011 - WOMEN

1911014 - WOMEN

NEW

Waterproof, windproof and breathable padded
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ pants.

Rain resistant, windproof and breathable padded
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ jacket.

The BLACKYAK Kostroma is the
multi-use jacket for the 21st century.
It features a shell constructed from
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ for protection and a removable inner jacket
constructed with Climashield® for
insulation and YAK FLOW™ Comfort Technology air-permeable
textiles.
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Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance
YAK HOOKS™
Lock & Hold Protection
YAK SEAL™
Water Barrier Technology
YAK FLOW™
Comfort Technology
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ |
Climashield® |
VELCRO® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ 3L
laminate | 30D polyamide plain
weave face textile | Climashield®
100 hollow core continuous
filament insulation | 13 mm taped
seams
Hood & neck configuration
Multi-point adjustable hood |
Laminated hood brim |
Helmet-compatible
Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard® throughout

Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Articulated sleeve for optimal range
of movement | YAK HOOKS™ cuff
adjusters | Ventilation pit zips |
Die-cut VELCRO®
Waist configuration
Elasticated cord lock
Pocket configuration
Two harness-compatible hand
pockets with zip closure | One
internal laminated security pocket |
One internal stuff pocket

The BLACKYAK Mahal pants are a
cold and wet weather, threequarter insulated, multi-activity
trouser. Using material comfort
mapping and YAK FLOW™
Comfort Technology textiles, the
insulation provides warmth when
and where required. A comfort
mapped panel allows heat
venting via the half-leg zip of the
weatherproof GORE-TEX
INFINIUM™ shell.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance
YAK FLOW™
Comfort Technology
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™
WINDSTOPPER® |
CORDURA® |
Kevlar® |
YKK AquaGuard®

Construction
13 mm taped seams | Kevlar®
ankle reinforcement | BLACKYAK
side hook | CORDURA® fibres for
superior durability | Air-permeable
textiles
Zippers configuration
YKK AquaGuard®
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Three slider leg ventilation |
compatible with ski boots up
16 cm (Approx. 6.25“) ankle
diameter
Waist configuration
Side hook | Loops for optional belt

Hem configuration
Integrated snow gaiter | Design
abrasion panel
Pocket configuration
Two hand pockets | One thigh
pocket

WOMEN’S SHELL &
INSULATED SHELL
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BLACKYAK
THEBE

BLACKYAK
NIATA

1811063 - WOMEN

1811017 - WOMEN

Our most versatile and robust down jacket for cold weather
conditions.

The compact and very versatile
BLACKYAK Thebe jacket is made
for cold conditions. The YAK
BOX-WALL™ Air Flow Construction
of the chambers traps warm air
inside the system and keeps it
floating between the individual
chambers, minimising heat
convection. To avoid thread
exposure and likely damage to
the construction, the down
chambers are divided through
seams, where the thread is
located inside and protected from
damage through layers of fabric.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 702 g / 24.8 oz
Fit: Athletic
YAK BOX-WALL™
Air Flow Construction
CORDURA® |
YKK Zippers
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Our most thermally efficient insulation product with enhanced
range of movement.
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Construction
CORDURA® ripstop | Traceable
goose down 90/10, 750 cuin |
RDS | DWR-finished | No top
stitching (to avoid thread
breaking)
Hood & neck configuration
Self-adjusting hood | Equipped
with a pack sack
Zippers configuration
YKK Zippers
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Opaque BLACKYAK branding

Waist configuration
Three wind gaiters | Small droptail
Hem configuration
Elasticated body hem and cuffs
Pocket configuration
Two hand warmer pockets with
zips

The BLACKYAK Niata jacket
redefines performance in the
insulated product category. It is
constructed using BLACKYAK
down stretch zones. BLACKYAK
down stretch zones combine
materials and the YAK BOXWALL™ Air Flow Construction to
allow an extended range of
movement while maintaining a
high thermal efficiency. In addition
to goose down, G-LOFT® synthetic
down is used in high compression
areas.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 461 g / 16.3 oz
Fit: Performance
YAK BOX-WALL™
Air Flow Construction
CORDURA® |
G-LOFT® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
Traceable RDS goose down
90/10, 750 cuin | DWR-finished |
Mesh box-wall construction |
Stretch panels at the upper back |
CORDURA® ripstop
Hood & neck configuration
Self-adjusting, elasticated hood
Zippers configuration
YKK Zippers
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
G-LOFT® underarm panel for
optimal thermal insulation |
Underarm gusset (freedom of
movement)

Hem configuration
Elasticated Y-band at cuffs and
body hem
Pocket configuration
Two hand warmer pockets with
zips | One inside secure storage
pocket with zip | Two big inside
mesh pockets

WOMEN’S INSULATION
& HYBRID LAYERS
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NEW

BLACKYAK
RENDENA

BLACKYAK
MOCHO

2011010 - WOMEN

1911021 - WOMEN

Super lightweight hybrid natural down jacket with a brand-new
hood system and down chamber construction.

The women’s BLACKYAK Rendena
down insulated jacket is one of
our most exciting new styles. This
lightweight 800 cuin down jacket
features several new developments like a new overlapping
down chamber construction on
the body and upper sleeve to
avoid cold spots in critical areas.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance
CORDURA® |
YKK Zippers
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The BLACKYAK Mocho jacket is an elegant, insulated resort jacket
designed by women for women.
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Construction
New overlapping chamber
construction at body and upper
sleeve to avoid cold spots in
critical areas | 800 cuin fill power
DWR goose down (90/10) RDS
certified | CORDURA® 20D light
weight fabrics
Hood & neck configuration
storable hood construction
Zippers configuration
YKK VISLON® zipper
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
stretchable soft sleeve cuff
Hem configuration
Adjustable hem

Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Inner zip pocket |
Inner mesh pocket

The BLACKYAK Mocho jacket is a
multi-use women’s jacket designed
exclusively for our female users.
The main garment uses RDS goose
down for insulation and our Into
Air™ technology in the pleated
cuffs.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance
YAK FLOW™
Comfort Technology
Climashield® |
40D super microfiber polyester |
YKK Zippers

Construction
YAK LOFT™ 70 hollow core
continuous filament insulation |
RDS goose down 90/10 | Bonded
chamber construction
Hood & neck configuration
Insulated and fitted hood
Zippers configuration
YKK reverse coil
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Pleated cuff solution
Waist configuration
Elasticated and cord lock

Pocket configuration
Two hand pockets with zip closure
| Two internal stuff pockets

WOMEN’S INSULATION
& HYBRID LAYERS
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BLACKYAK
BAKOSI

BLACKYAK
CALVANA HOODY HD

1811064 - WOMEN

1911051 - WOMEN

Our most intelligent insulated garment for a varity of activities.

The BLACKYAK Bakosi jacket is an
intelligent insulated jacket made
from a variety of different
materials. Goose down is used
over the top area of the body for
maximum warmth and PrimaLoft®
on the lower parts of the arms
and in the belt area. For the back
panel, Polartec® Alpha® has been
used for more permeability and
stretch.
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Lightweight and highly breathable midlayer.
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Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 500 g / 17.6 oz
Fit: Performance
CORDURA® |
Polartec® Alpha® |
PrimaLoft® Gold®

Construction
Traceable RDS goose down
90/10, 750 cuin | DWR-finished |
Polartec® Alpha® back filling |
Mapped insulation | Stretch back
panel | CORDURA® ripstop |
CORDURA® four-way stretch |
Polartec® Power Grid™ fleece

Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Underarm gusset (freedom of
movement)

Hood & neck configuration
Fitted stretch fleece hood

Hem configuration
Anti-slip Y-band at body hem

Zippers configuration
YKK VISLON® for CF | YKK
reversed coil for hand pockets

Pocket configuration
Two hand warmer pockets with
zips | One inside mesh pocket |
One inside secure storage pocket
with zip

Waist configuration
PrimaLoft® Gold® belt area
padding

The BLACKYAK Calvana brings
together all of our expertise in
user comfort and product
performance. The advanced
textiles in YAK FLOW™ Comfort
Technology are tuned to allow a
precise amount of air permeability. This continuous airFLOW™
prevents overheating and allows
the fast removal of humidity and
sweat build-up. The result is a
product that works as a midlayer
during high output activities in
cold weather and as a layering
piece that optimises the vapour
rate when used in conjunction
with a shell product.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance
YAK FLOW™
Comfort Technology
CORDURA® |
Climashield® |
40D super microfiber polyester

Construction
120 g Climashield® continuous
filament | Hollow core | Air-permeable textile with CORDURA®
fibre technology
Hood & neck configuration
elasticated hood
Zippers configuration
YKK reverse coil centre front | YKK
reverse coil pockets
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Articulated sleeve | CORDURA®
fibres for superior durability at
cuffs | elasticated cuff

Waist configuration
Drawcord adjustable | 270° waist
Pocket configuration
Two hand pockets with zip closure
| Internal stuff pocket | Internal
zipped security pocket

WOMEN’S INSULATION
& HYBRID LAYERS
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BLACKYAK
CALVANA HOODY

BLACKYAK
CALVANA JACKET

1911050 - WOMEN

1911031 - WOMEN

Lightweight and highly breathable midlayer.

The BLACKYAK Calvana brings
together all of our expertise in
user comfort and product
performance. The advanced
textiles in YAK FLOW™ Comfort
Technology are tuned to allow a
precise amount of air permeability. This continuous airFLOW™
prevents overheating and allows
the fast removal of humidity and
sweat build-up. The result is a
product that works as a midlayer
during high output activities in
cold weather and as a layering
piece that optimises the vapour
rate when used in conjunction
with a shell product.
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Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance
YAK FLOW™
Comfort Technology
CORDURA® |
Climashield® |
40D super microfiber polyester

Construction
68 g Climashield® continuous
filament | Hollow core | Air-permeable textile with CORDURA®
fibre technology
Hood & neck configuration
Elasticated hood
Zippers configuration
YKK reverse coil centre front | YKK
reverse coil pockets
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Articulated sleeve | CORDURA®
fibres for superior durability at
cuffs | Elasticated cuff

Waist configuration
Drawcord adjustable | 270° waist
Pocket configuration
Two hand pockets with zip closure |
Internal stuff pocket | Internal
zipped security pocket

The BLACKYAK Calvana brings
together all of our expertise in
user comfort and product
performance. The advanced
textiles in YAK FLOW™ Comfort
Technology are tuned to allow a
precise amount of air permeability. This continuous airFLOW™
prevents overheating and allows
the fast removal of humidity and
sweat build-up. The result is a
product that works as a midlayer
during high output activities in
cold weather and as a layering
piece that optimises the vapour
rate when used in conjunction
with a shell product.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance
YAK FLOW™
Comfort Technology
CORDURA® |
40D super microfiber polyester |
Climashield®

Construction
120 g Climashield® continuous
filament | Hollow core | Air-permeable textile with CORDURA®
fibre technology

Waist configuration
Drawcord adjustable | 270° waist

Zippers configuration
YKK reverse coil centre front | YKK
reverse coil pockets

Pocket configuration
Two hand pockets with zip closure |
Internal stuff pocket | Internal
zipped security pocket

Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Articulated sleeve | CORDURA®
Fibres for superior durability at
cuffs | Elasticated cuff

Hem configuration
Y-band

WOMEN’S INSULATION
& HYBRID LAYERS
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NEW

BLACKYAK
CRIOLLO

BLACKYAK
SELEMBU

2011011 - WOMEN

1811025- WOMEN

Lightweight and fashionable hybrid insulated vest with warm
natural goose down and durable Climashield® padding.

Adding warmth where you need it
but keeping your arms free and
airy, the BLACKYAK Criollo hybrid
vest is a super versatile insulated
garment that goes with literally
any outfit. This lightweight,
packable style keeps your
abdomen and entire back
covered with a warm 600 cuin
goose down filling while the
shoulders and sides are equipped
with durable Climashield®
padding.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance
Climashield® |
Re:Down |
YKK Zippers
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This vest is highly versatile, comfortable and made
for your daily use.
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Construction
Body mapped insulation with
padding and Re:Down 600FP
(75/25) | Bonded chamber
construction | 40D super microfiber
PES | 20D nylon
Hood & neck configuration
Collar with brushed fabric inside
Zippers configuration
YKK reversed coil for CF and hand
pockets
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Elasticated armholes
Hem configuration
Adjustable hem

Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Inner pockets

The BLACKYAK Selembu vest is
great-looking, lightweight,
comfortable and warm. Engineered front- and back-side panelling
produced with mini ripstop and
filled with goose down, with nylon
used for side and shoulder panels.
3-D mesh has been added into
the shoulder panels to give added
stability. Other details include, two
zip-closed hand warmer pockets,
comfort-brushed inside collar and
wide elastic hem band for a
performance fit.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance
CORDURA®
YKK Zippers

Construction
CORDURA® ripstop | CORDURA®
four-way stretch | Lightweight
stretch nylon | Down padded front
for optimal thermal insulation |
Stretch CORDURA® at the back
for enhanced comfort
Hood & neck configuration
Innovative collar construction
Zippers configuration
YKK reversed coil for CF and hand
pockets
Hem configuration
Anti-slip Y-band at body hem
Pocket configuration
Two hand warmer pockets with
zips

WOMEN’S INSULATION
& HYBRID LAYERS
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BLACKYAK
MODICANA

BLACKYAK
BURLINA

1811018 - WOMEN

1811070 - WOMEN

Durable stretch jacket with an advanced level of ventilation
and merino wool lining.

The BLACKYAK Modicana jacket
was conceived to solve user
demands for a robust BLACKYAK
MIDSHELL® garment that allows
reasonable insulation with a high
level of ventilation. The 'comfort
mapping' design uses four-way
stretch CORDURA® to ensure
great durability. The BLACKYAK
developers created an intimate
bond with merino wool for this
material. Finally, laser perforations
were added to create extremely
high vent areas at high sweat
points.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 507 g / 17.9 oz
Fit: Athletic
CORDURA® |
YKK Zippers
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Our expedition proof hoody for your everyday use.

Construction
Seam bonding | Perforated, highly
breathable panel construction |
CORDURA® four-way stretch |
CORDURA® bonded with merino
Hood & neck configuration
Adjustable, CORDURA®
reinforced hood
Zippers configuration
YKK reversed coil for CF and hand
pockets
Hem configuration
Elastic Y-band at body hem and
cuffs
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Pocket configuration
Two hand warmer pockets with
zippers | One inside stretch mesh
pocket

Functional and warm, with a design
that feels and fits like a hoody. For
additional warmth, the BLACKYAK
Burlina Hoody features down
padding consisting of 750 cuin
water-repellent traceable goose
down over the front panels and in
the hood. It is produced using
CORDURA® fleece and CORDURA®
lightweight ripstop fabric. This
expedition-approved BLACKYAK
Burlina hoody is breathable, offers
great freedom of movement and
has two hand warmer pockets with
zips.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 442 g / 17.6 oz
Fit: Performance

Construction
G-LOFT® synthetic insulation
120 g | CORDURA® ripstop |
CORDURA® heavyweight fleece

G-LOFT® |
CORDURA®

Hood & neck configuration
Front and hood with down
padding
Zippers configuration
YKK reversed coil for CF and hand
pockets
Pocket configuration
Two hand warmer pockets with
zips

WOMEN’S
MIDLAYERS
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BLACKYAK
MISHIMA

BLACKYAK
BETIZU

1811019 - WOMEN

1811067 - WOMEN

Comfortable and functional hoody.

Durable fleece hoody.

The BLACKYAK Mishima hoody is
an insulation product for cold and
dry environments and multi-use
activities. The fleece construction
uses CORDURA® fibres for
excellent durability and mechanical strength. Core muscles are
further protected from cold
temperatures with the addition of
a bonded stretch panel on the
front of the garment. The panel
features signature BLACKYAK
styling and integrates four pockets
with zip closures.
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Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 445 g / 15.7 oz
Fit: Athletic

Construction
CORDURA® heavyweight fleece |
CORDURA® four-way stretch

CORDURA® |
YKK Zippers

Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
YKK reversed coil for CF and
pockets
Hem configuration
Elasticated Y-band at body hem
Pocket configuration
Two hand warmer pockets with
zippers | Two chest pockets with
zippers

The BLACKYAK Betizu hoody is a
super functional item that has a
very casual feeling. A combination
of high loft fleece mixed with
CORDURA® makes sure this item
performs. The fleece jacket has
been designed with a large hood
and drawcord to lend a relaxed
feel, two large hand warmer
pockets applied with a bonded
frame finish. The back side has the
traditional BLACKYAK tonal
branding. The active stitch used
for assembling produces a new
and technical but uncomplicated
look.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 518 g / 18.2 oz
Fit: Athletic
CORDURA® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
CORDURA® heavyweight fleece |
CORDURA® four-way stretch
Hood & neck configuration
Large hood with drawcord
Zippers configuration
YKK reversed for CF | YKK invisible
zipper for hand pockets
Hem configuration
Elasticated body hem and cuff
solution
Pocket configuration
Two hand warmer pockets with
zips

WOMEN’S
MIDLAYERS
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NEW

BLACKYAK
VAYNOL

BLACKYAK
TAMBOV

2011012 - WOMEN

2011015 - WOMEN

Comfortable and warm medium-weight teddy fleece
with functional CORDURA® and iconic BLACKYAK styling.

In cold weather conditions, the
women’s BLACKYAK Vaynol is the
perfect midlayer to keep you
warm. Also great as a standalone piece on dry days in the
outdoors and even around your
home, this stylish jacket with two
invisible side pockets keeps you
warm and comfortable with a mix
of a CORDURA® melange fleece
and a fluffy teddy fleece on the
chest, inner collar and shoulders.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 529 g / 18.7 oz
Fit: Athletic
CORDURA® |
Polartec® |
YKK Zippers
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NEW

Lightweight resort midlayer for insulation that doesn’t
compromise your outfit’s mobility or moisture management.

Construction
Polartec® teddy fleece and
CORDURA® fleece
Zippers configuration
CF reversed coil for CF and hand
pockets
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Stretchable, soft sleeve cuffs
Pocket configuration
Hand pockets
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With its clean lines, princess side
seams and seamless shoulders,
the BLACKYAK Tambov shirt is a
beautiful feminine midlayer for
women who like to spend time on
the slopes. Worn under a
functional shell like the BLACKYAK
Pajuna jacket, the BLACKYAK
Tambov offers just the right
amount of insulation to have fun in
any weather.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 529 g / 18.7 oz
Fit: Athletic
CORDURA® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
CORDURA® stretch fleece
Zippers configuration
YKK reversed coil zip for CF and
hand pockets
Pocket configuration
Hand pockets

WOMEN’S
MIDLAYERS
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NEW

BLACKYAK
VOLYN

BLACKYAK
RARAMURI

2011016 - WOMEN

2011017 - WOMEN

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 529 g / 18.7 oz
Fit: Athletic
CORDURA® |
COOLMAX® |
YKK Zippers

NEW

Lightweight midlayer with reflective YAK LUMIS™
Smart-Reflecting Technology elements for day and night ski touring.

Stunning, technical midlayer with soft grid fleece
and chambered synthetic insulation in key areas.

The BLACKYAK Volyn for women is
the perfect hybrid midlayer, which
can also be worn as a breathtaking stand-alone piece thanks
to its sporty, fashionable style and
strong BLACKYAK design language.
The soft grid fleece on the inside
and outside in combination with
the insulation chambers on the
chest and collar do not only look
very technical, but they also offer
the perfect amount of insulation in
the key areas.
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BLACK
BEAUTY

SNORKEL
BLUE

HEMLOCK

Construction
Partially padded with fiber flakes |
PES grid fleece | LW stretch fabric |
CORDURA®/COOLMAX®
brushed double weave fabric at
center back
Zippers configuration
YKK reversed coil zipp for CF |
YKK invisible zip for hand pockets
Pocket configuration
Hand pockets

Initially designed to complement
the BLACKYAK Barzona BC jacket
perfectly, the BLACKYAK Raramuri
for women is the perfect lightweight midlayer for all backcountry free-riders and ski mountaineers. Its minimalist construction
offers everything you expect from
a technical midlayer.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 529 g / 18.7 oz
Fit: Athletic

Construction
Reflex at upper front and back |
Brushed PES stretch fleece
Zippers configuration
CF 3/4 zip opening
Pocket configuration
Chest pocket

WOMEN’S
MIDLAYERS
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NEW

BLACKYAK
CARORA

BLACKYAK
PRODUKT

2001010- WOMEN

1800001 - SAMPLE

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 529 g / 18.7 oz
Fit: Athletic

NEW

Lightweight jacket with outstanding ventilation and internal
packsack.

Technical fleece with back-side ventilation and 1/4-length zip.

The BLACKYAK Carora fleece shirt
is a technical piece that offers
great insulation and ventilation.
The functional Italian Pontetorto
nylon/merino double knit grid
fleece is lightweight and has a
front 1/4-length zip to facilitate the
process of getting dressed and
undressed.
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Construction
Durable polyamide merino grid
fleece | Bold backside BLACKYAK
branding on mesh | Polyamide
merino wool | Brush warp mesh

YKK Zippers
Zippers configuration
YKK quarter length zipper
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Comfort cuff | Flatlock stitching

The BLACKYAK Vaneko jacket is a
very lightweight jacket developed
to aid in outdoor activities. The
translucent outer material is fully
taped on the inside to keep water
out. This jacket also includes an
inside zip storage pocket that
doubles as a packing sack.

Sizes:
Fit: Performance

Construction
BLACKYAK Tri-Vent Aero Back |
Tonal reflective leading edges
and forearms | 30D CORDURA®
Ripstop

Hem configuration
Centre front retaining snaps
Pocket configuration
Internal pack pocket

Patterning
N/A
Hood & neck configuration
N/A
Zippers configuration
YKK zippers throughout
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Opaque BLACKYAK branding
Waist configuration
BLACKYAK branded waist and
bindings

WOMEN’S
MIDLAYERS
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NEW

BLACKYAK
CACHENA

BLACKYAK
ATA

2011005 - WOMEN

2010006 - WOMEN

NEW

Packable, lightweight hybrid ski mountaineering midlayer with
Polartec® Alpha® and Climashield® insulation.

Lightweight women’s three-layer GORE-TEX Active Shell
for ski mountaineering.

The women’s BLACKYAK Cachena
jacket is all about maximum
functionality at minimum weight.
Made with a minimum number of
seams, this ski mountaineering
jacket comes complete with a
three-point adjustable hood,
underarm ventilation with double
sliders and a two-way front zip.
The raglan sleeves allow full
freedom of movement when
climbing, and the lack of seams
on the shoulders is ideal when
you wear a rucksack.
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Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 702 g / 24.8 oz
Fit: Athletic

Construction
Reflex at CB neck and sleeves |
GORE-TEX Active Shell |
13 mm taped seams

GORE-TEX |
VELCRO® |
YKK Zippers

Hood & neck configuration
Adjustable hood
Zippers configuration
YKK Aquaguard two-way zip for
CF | YKK Aquaguard zips for
ventilation and hand pocket
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Armpit ventilation openings |
VELCRO® adjustment at sleeve
cuff | Elastic at sleeve cuff
Hem configuration
Adjustable hem
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Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Inner zip pocket

The BLACKYAK Ata for women is a
cosy, well-insulated hybrid
midlayer jacket that can also be
worn as a stand-alone piece
when the conditions are dry.
Depending on the area’s specific
requirements, the packable jacket
is made of three different
CORDURA® shell fabrics.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 541 g / 19.1 oz
Fit: Performance
YAK FLOW™
Comfort Technology
CORDURA® |
Polartec® Alpha® Direct |
Climashield® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
Packable CORDURA® 30D light
weight ripstop fabric | Stretch 3L
material on upper sleeve & hood |
Polartec® Alpha® and Climashield® 67 g padding | Into Air™
(Permeable insulation)
Zippers configuration
YKK reversed coil for CF and hand
pockets
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Stretchable soft sleeve cuff
Hem configuration
Elasticated hem with grip elastic
Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Stuff pocket

WOMEN’S MOUNTAINEERING & SKI-M.
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NEW

BLACKYAK
LULU

BLACKYAK
DOAYO

2011007 - WOMEN

2011023 - WOMEN

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 606 g / 21.4 oz
Fit: Performance
CORDURA |
YKK Zippers
®

NEW

The 'everybody, everyday' versatile windproof and water repellent
pants without insulation for all snow activities.

Our most intelligent fleece garment for a varity of activities.

Breathable melange fleece for ski
touring with reflective detailing
and stretch CORDURA® reinforcements.
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BLACK
BEAUTY
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Construction
Shoulders with abrasion-resistant
print | Reflex at front shoulders |
CORDURA® stretch fleece |
CORDURA® 4-way stretch
shoulder and center back
Zippers configuration
CF zip | YKK reversed coil for CF
and chest pockets
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Stretchable soft sleeve cuffs
Hem configuration
Elasticated hem wet grip elastic
Pocket configuration
Chest pockets

The BLACKYAK Doayo for women
are versatile winter sports pants
for every conceivable use on the
mountain. Due to the lack of
insulation, you can choose a
warm, next-to-skin layer depending on the activity or weather,
with the pants providing reliable
windproof and water repellent
protection.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance
CORDURA® |
COOLMAX® |
Kevlar® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
CORDURA®/COOLMAX®
brushed double weave fabric |
CORDURA® 4-Way stretch |
Kevlar®/CORDURA® reinforcements

Waist configuration
Belt loops | Laser-cut holes at back
knee

Zippers configuration
CF fly opening with snap button
and hook closure

Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Thigh pocket

Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Leg openings with snap adjustment | Ventilation openings at
thigh | Removable snow gaiter
with grip elastic and metal hook |
Reflex at back calf

Hem configuration
Kevlar® at inner leg hem

WOMEN’S MOUNTAINEERING & SKI-M.
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NEW

BLACKYAK
ISTOBEN

BLACKYAK
YANBIAN

2011008 - WOMEN

2011009 - WOMEN

Technical ski touring pants for women made with the most
functional material mix for maximum performance.

Introducing possibly the best ski
touring pants in the world: the
BLACKYAK Istoben for women is
the mountaineering pant that will
go anywhere with you. For
maximum performance, the shell
consists of six different stretch
materials, including four different
CORDURA® fabrics. Intelligent
panelling guarantees uninhibited
freedom of movement and an
incredibly good fit at maximum
breathability and protection. With
their outstanding functionality and
fantastic fit, the cleanly styled
BLACKYAK Istoben pants are an
indispensable component in every
ski mountaineer’s gear closet.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance
CORDURA® |
COOLMAX® |
Kevlar® |
YKK Zippers
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Comfortable thermal overpants for women with warm
Climashield® padding.

Construction
3L CORDURA® softshell fabric at
front thigh area | CORDURA®/
COOLMAX® brushed double
weave | CORDURA® 4-Way
stretch | Lycra Mesh for pockets |
Kevlar®/CORDURA® reinforcements
Zippers configuration
CF fly opening with snap button
and hook closure | YKK reversed
coil for CF fly and hand pockets
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Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Leg opening works also as
ventilation | Kevlar® at inner leg
hem and hem facing | Snow gaiter
with ventilation opening | Grip
elastic and metal hook at snow
gaiter | Reflex at back calf | Front
thigh area seam taped
Waist configuration
Belt loops
Pocket configuration
Hand pockets | Thigh mesh
pockets

The construction of the BLACKYAK
Yanbian pants for women is as
effective as it is simple: the warm
and supple Climashield® padding
prevents the muscles from cooling
down when you reach the summit.
Thanks to the full-length side zips
with snap buttons on the hips and
leg cuffs and a partially elasticated waistband, the pants can be
fitted quickly and easily over ski
touring pants, even when wearing
the skis. If the conditions are wet,
throw a rain shell over your
BLACKYAK Yanbian pants to be
fully protected.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance
CORDURA® |
Climashield® |
YKK Zippers

Construction
CORDURA® 30D light weight
fabric | Climashield® 67 g
padding, Into Air™ (Permeable
insulation)
Zippers configuration
Snap buttons at top and bottom
of side seam zips
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Openable side seam zips

WOMEN’S MOUNTAINEERING & SKI-M.
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BLACKYAK
MEWATI

BLACKYAK
SIRI

1811055 - WOMEN

1811054 - WOMEN

NEW

Hybrid 3/4-length insulated pants filled with G-LOFT®,
750 cuin goose down and Polartec® Alpha®.

The smartest solution to stay warm and keep your freedom of
movement in combination with 3L pants.

The BLACKYAK Mewati pants
keep the cold out in combination
with hard-shell pants. The main
material has power stretch to
keep the legs warm and to
promote movement. PrimaLoft®
60G has been built into the areas
over the knees and bottom,
adding an additional benefit of
warmth and cushioning.
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Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Weight: 340 g / 12 oz
Fit: Athletic

Construction
PrimaLoft® | Power stretch fleece |
Lightweight stretch nylon | Extra
padding at knee and back area

PrimaLoft®

Waist configuration
Elasticated waistband | Seamless
crotch construction
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The BLACKYAK Siri pants are
3/4-length insulated pants that
pack up compactly. The front-side
insulation zones are developed
using CORDURA® ripstop. On the
inside, a combination of G-LOFT®,
goose down and Polartec®
Alpha® keeps you and your
muscles warm.

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Fit: Performance
YAK BOX-WALL™
Air Flow Construction
G-LOFT® |
CORDURA® |
Polartec® Alpha®

Construction
Lightweight CORDURA® ripstop |
CORDURA® four-way stretch |
Polartec® Alpha® hip area
padding | Traceable RDS goose
down 90/10, 750 cuin | DWRfinished | Micro laser ventilation
holes
Cuff, ankle & sleeve
configuration
Full-length side zip with security
snaps | Stretch leg cuffs

WOMEN’S MOUNTAINEERING & SKI-M.
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Chest
We want our users to get the most
out of their outdoor experiences.
As no two people are made the
same, we have organised our products into specific fits to make finding the ideal product as easy as
possible. At BLACKYAK, we have
two defined fit categories: ATHLETIC FIT and PERFORMANCE FIT.

PERFORMANCE FIT

ATHLETHIC FIT

With our PERFORMANCE FIT
philosophy, BLACKYAK has looked
at how garments need to work together for an optimum user experience. To keep the physiological
burden as low as possible, our
PERFORMANCE FIT products feature a slightly more generous cut to
allow efficient thermal management and comfort when multiple
layers are used in combination.

The key to great user comfort is
the efficient management of the
wearer’s personal microclimate.
BLACKYAK products that feature
our ATHLETIC FIT have been designed with an intimate, next-toskin cut and use innovative materials. The materials we use and our
design allow for an unimpeded
range of movement while enhancing wearer comfort through effective moisture management.

The BLACKYAK PERFORMANCE
FIT provides the user with the most
ergonomic styling for outer layer
garments and multilayer matching.
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CONTACT

BLACKYAK CO., LTD.
LEOPOLDSTRASSE 62
80802 MUNICH, GERMANY
GLOBAL.BLACKYAK.COM
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+49 (0)89 2093 8900
maximilian.nortz@blackyak.de

Harald Siebold
European Sales Director
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+49 (0)89 8004 6830
harald.siebold@blackyak.de

Jeff Krahlenbuhl
Sales Manager –
North America
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+1 (260) 310 3259
jeff.krahenbuhl@blackyak.com
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+49 (0)89 5527 92713
sl@360-pr.de

Maximilian Nortz
Managing Director
International Business
Showroom
Leopoldstraße 62
80802 Munich, Germany

Sales

Public Relations
360 public relations
Neureuther Straße 29
80799 Munich, German
Stefan Löffler
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